Business Name
001. Ron Lee Von

Municipality

Number of Employees
(June, 2020)

Industry Sector

6

Evans

1

Frederick

1

Fort Lupton

18

Windsor

1

Hair/Nails

007. Latitude Software Services

Erie

10

Service Provider

008. Briggs Advanced Services

Peirce

1

Service Provider

Greeley

5

Hotel (49 or fewer
rooms)

004. Kelly J Martindale

005. Caring Hands Pharmacy

Restaurant/Bar

We are a local tavern that serves food and alcohol beverages

009. YJ Greeley Hospitality
010. Brix Brewery

011. RM Fitness

012. Longs Peak Audiology

013. The Playground

Greeley

6

Restaurant/Bar

Erie

4

Gym

Fort Lupton

Greeley

2

8

Healthcare

Entertainment

014. Blush Boutique

Greeley

4

Retail

015. Excol

Greeley

5

Service Provider

016. Sarah J Wooten, DVM

Greeley

1

Healthcare

2

Auto
Repair/Maintenance

017. Sun Mountain Automotive

Erie

$ Received
$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

5,339.91

$

15,000.00

I was forced to close my business for months and have not regained clientele since the
shut down. I rented a space for months without clients; so I have moved my business
home currently while hoping to restructure pricing to entice clients.

$

1,800.00

We provide custom technology solutions (apps and websites) for large companies
who are marketing to consumers. Companies like Ford and Lincoln. They use our
technology at events like auto shows and sporting events.
We provide business consulting and equipment rental to many industries. We
charge a fee for our service.
It's a motel business.

With events where people gather all cancelled, our revenue dried up immediately. We
had to lose some staff and pivot to try to keep going in different ways.

$

10,000.00

Brewery and taproom that serves locals and visitors locally brewed beer and food in
a quiet atmosphere. We also distribute to several locations as well.
We offer Gym Membership Access to our facility, personal training, smoothies, &
drinks.

Closed for two months and now limit occupancy to 50%. Sales are down for the year
almost $100,000.
Our business is in year one of operation & the minute Covid restrictions hit it
DESTROYED all momentum we had built. Members cancelled, froze, & simply
consumers are now hiding in fear with restrictions put in place within Boulder County.
Erie is split between Boulder & Weld so many consumers have the mindset of Boulder
county unfortunately.

I am an esthetician, I provide skin care services and products.

006. Drench in Beauty

In a few sentences, describe the hardship caused to your business due to the COVID19 virus.

we closed our business for 3 months, and since reopening we have had to reduce
capacity and close early.
It is a legal services business providing investigation and process serve services to Currently 2020 revenues are down over $58,000.00 and net incomes are down over
Service Provider
the legal companies, businesses and general public.
$28,000.00.
I sell advertising that pays for the printing and distribution of my newspaper and
My advertising clients are restaurants, medical officers, gyms, etc. and because they
have been out of business or low business they cannot afford to advertise. I have lost
Newspaper Publication resource directories.
66% of my sales due to COVID-19.
Dale's Pharmacy has been an integral part of Fort Lupton. We are a retail pharmacy Financially, our worst year ever. The business has shifted to multiple ways of serving
and generate our revenue through prescription and merchandise sales.
and communication with customers; curbside, deliveries, text etc. This lead to a
substantial increase in training and ongoing labor cost.
Drug shortages lead to higher cost of goods.
Retail
We were going strong till March. we have suffered substantial loss in revenue since
March.
We've spent much on PPE.
We've had to remodel to mitigate risk.

Garden City

003. EVCO

In a few sentences, describe your business and how it generates revenue.

All of our clients cut back or closed during this pandemic. This has caused a severe
$
burden on the finances of the company.
We are experiencing extreme revenue loss due to the pandemic. Our average occupany
$
rate is now 35%. In February 2020, it was 90%.

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

We provide hearing aid examination and services for hearing impaired individuals.
Our business generates revenue by the sale of hearing aids and hearing protection.
We have seven locations throughout Colorado, three of which reside in Weld
County.

Due to our office being closed we lost many opportunities to sell hearing aids in many
office locations. Our primary patient population is over 65 years old and has been
recommend by CDC and state official to stay at home and reduced appointments. This
has impacted my business greatly because these individuals are not making
appointments that they have in the past. Comparing March-August 2019 to the same
time frame in 2020, my sales are half of what they were last year.

The Playground is a 16,000 sq ft indoor playground for children 1-11 years old filled
with fun and educational equipment. The Playground promotes physical activity,
social, motor and cognitive skills, mental health for children and family time.
Families can spend hours of quality time inside The Playground and take advantage
of all day admissions and children can also celebrate birthday parties in one of our 3
party rooms.
The Playground generates revenue by selling admissions for children that include
unlimited re-entries throughout the day.
The Playground also offers affordable party packages to celebrate birthdays or any
special event.
The Playground is only able to generate revenue by operating at full capacity and
selling those admissions monthly. Another revenue stream is birthday party
packages, where we are able to celebrate 3 parties every 3 hrs.

The Playground was deeply affected when due to COVID19 our facility had to close in
March. After the ban was lifted, The Playground was able to re-open but unfortunately
had to close within a month due to limited capacity guidelines, lack of resources, unable
to keep up financially with PPE for staff and employees expenses, cleaning and
disinfecting services, adaptation to keep up with guidelines and payroll for our staff. The
contribution of limited capacity and concern in the community of the virus was what
deeply affected our small business. After the re-opening we were not able to generate
revenue plus we were behind with rent and utilities and had to reimburse customers for
services that were not delivered during quarentine and customers were no longer
interested in receiving. We made the decision to close The Playground on July 22 and
we have no idea when we will be able to reopen.

We are a small brick and mortar retail shop in downtown Greeley. We sell clothing,
accessories, home goods and baby items. We do primarily 90% of our sales in
person through our Brick and Mortar. We do have an online shop but it does not
generate a lot of revenue.

We had to close our doors for several weeks. We lost employees and sales. Our
revenue significantly decreased. Because of closing, we almost had to close our doors
permanently. Even with being back open, our revenues are significantly down from last
year. The documentation I have presented is based on our accounting from March 1st,
2020 to July 31, 2020.

This is a tax preparation and bookkeeping office

My clients are mainly small business and subcontractor which were downsized or laid off
due to Covid-19; additionally, there was the lockdown enforcement which diminished the $
walk-in clientele
Most of the conferences I was scheduled to speak at in 2020 were canceled.
$
I was diagnosed with Covid on Aug 16th and we had to close down for the quarantine
period. I was hospitalized for 1 week with the illness, we have re-opened but are very
$
slow as of Sept 2.

I generate revenue through speaking fees, writing fees, and product sales.
General Auto Repair. In Frederick since February of 2014. We install parts so we
generate sales tax revenue.

10,000.00

10,000.00
1,275.14
10,000.00

We are a collision repair facility. We perform damage repairs to automobiles.

018. Mickaily Enterprises

Garden City

6

Auto
Repair/Maintenance

019. E&J Company

Johnstown

1

Auto
Repair/Maintenance

020. Echo Brewing Cask & Barrel

021. 4 HIM
023. Milo Inc.

024. Patrick's LLC

Erie

4

Restaurant/Bar

Longmont

10

Restaurant/Bar

Greeley

25

Restaurant/Bar

Greeley

5

With the potential health risks reported in March, we shut down for 3 weeks beginning
March 20, 2020 to protect our employees and families from COVID-19, and made a
decision to pay our employees out of our pocket while being shut down to help them
with their bills and mortgage, etc... During this time Governor Polis mandated the stay at
$
home order, which in effect made approximately 85% of the vehicles on the road stay
home, causing a catastrophic impact to our industry. Since March we have lost nearly
$100,000 and don't see any real significant change in the short term economy to change
the course.

10,000.00

E&J Company provides mobile truck wash and hot shot services.

Slow down due to the COVID shut down and limited services. Therefore customers
have limited and stopped our service

$

10,000.00

We are a pizzeria and brewery.

Due to COVID and the stay at home orders, we had to move to a "to-go" only model for
several weeks, which reduced our revenue significantly. Even under the safer at home
model, we are losing revenue during what are our typically busy months that carry us
through the winter months, as capacity is limited to 50%. Food costs have increased
and we have had to spend money we never did before on disposable products for to-go
orders.

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

20,000.00

We sell food as a fast casual restaurant
We have a total of three restaurants. One in Greeley, one in Windsor and the third
is in Thornton, CO. All these restaurants are under one company "Milo Inc". We
generate revenue by sales, customer who come to eat at our restaurants.

Lost revenue due to people not eating out.
We had to close our dinning room service from 3-16-20 to 6-1-20. We only did carry out
service during that time frame. We are not known for carry out service. We are dine-in.
We do not offer delivery service.

We focus on artisan brewers, distillers, and making quality cocktails. Prior to the
shutdown we ran a weekly open mic, a monthly drag show with lgbtq+ support in
the community, and a weekly traditional irish session. So we are a place to
socialize, find local musical entertainment and enjoy intentional drinks.

We were fortunate to get in on the first round of the ppp loans and we tried to use that to
keep our staff in hours offering products for go and for delivery. The shutdown caused
us to close for a few weeks and sadly we had to furlough our staff. In that period we
rebuilt our interior to create physically separate seating areas as well as a commercial
kitchen to convert to being a restaurant as well as expanding our liquor license area to
create an outside seating area. Since re-opening we have added an extra staffing
position due to the needs of the food prep and sanitation standards we employ. But we
$
struggle because most people know us as a pub rather than a restaurant. We've also
found that people have been dissuaded by the level of safety precautions we have taken
to ensure a safe place for patrons AND our staff as we were not allowing people to sit at
the bar, enter if their temperature was over 100.4 or without a mask since even before it
was mandated.

Restaurant/Bar

We are a business that has 3 main sources of income. The first and foremost is our
accredited 31 year old Massage therapy School. The 2nd is our professional clinic
were we hold massage therapy sessions and sell some merchandise. And the third
way is through our off site chair massage events.

025. Academy of Natural Therapy

Greeley

13

Spa

026. Hog Wild BBQ

Greeley

1

Restaurant/Bar

027. Cardiac Investments LLC

Greeley

2

Entertainment

028. Sanabria Enterprise Inc.

Erie

6

Restaurant/Bar

COVID hit us very hard because during the lock down we had to shut down our large
working therapy professional clinic ($26,000 revenue a month) and our chair events
($3,000 in revenue a month). We had to lay off 12 people. These areas usually support
and balance our massage therapy school. We were able to keep our massage school
going. Thankfully online. However, there were a lot of costs getting computers and
equipment set up for that. We still have things we need to do, to be fully prepared.
When we opened back up, we have had increased costs meeting all of the sanitation
standards. For example, we spay alcohol cleaner after every massage. We have gone
through almost 35 gallons of that since opening. We had record low enrollments since
March. Last year: 25 students and this year only 14 students. This will create a terrible
financial wave effect in the future months. Our clinic could only open 1/2 way so there is
less business coming in to pay the same amount of bills.

10,000.00

$

15,000.00

$

9,528.97

Hog Wild is a full service restaurant and bar operation. Revenues are generated
from sales of food and drink.

Hog Wild signed a lease for the Greeley space in October, 2019. We renovated the
interior and had a "soft" opening in February, 2020. Covid required that we close in
March, 2020. For the period March, 1 to the present we have been making rent, utilities
and similar payments. We plan to reopen 10/1/2020.

We operate an Events Center in Greeley, Colorado. We rent the space to
individuals for parties and corporate events.
Abo's Pizza is a pizza restaurant that has dine in/take out/delivery service.

Due to state mandates we had to cancel all scheduled events from March forward. We
$
had approximately 10 events cancel since March.
Due to the COVID-19 public health emergency, our business suffered greatly due to no
foot traffic entering our restaurants, no dine in and general concern over the implications
$
of the virus. Customers mistrust of the unknown, lead to fewer orders being placed.

8,822.63
10,000.00

We are a fabric & sewing machine retailer. We carry approx. 4000 different fabrics
for people to choose from when they are sewing quilts, masks, bags etc. We are a
specialized retailer for Brother sewing machines. We offer classes for those just
beginning to sew or for the experienced sewers as well.

029. Scissors & Clippers Inc.

031. One Way Project Management

032. Hobbs and Wolf

033. Bentley Welding

Erie

Greeley

Windsor

Greeley

10

8

3

50

Retail

Construction

Spa

Manufacturer

The significant drop in sales has forced us to cut expenses significantly. I have made
several sacrifices for the sake of my store. We have lost half of our employees. We are
not able to offer the same amount of hours due our existing employees due to reduced
business. I have not received a paycheck since mid-March 2020. I have made this
decision in order to support the business and do everything I can to keep it afloat during
this difficult and unsure time.

3

Restaurant/Bar

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

Property owners, tenants, and general customers were reluctant; and in some cases
refused to allow One Way Project Management and its employees to enter their
home/property for bidding jobs. This created a lack of general workflow, and for a period
of time, significantly reduced the amount of ongoing jobs for the company. It continues
to influence potential customers in their reduced spending. Despite having a reduced
work load, One Way Project Management did not at any point reduce staff wages of
staff count, or perform any layoffs. One Way Project Management values their
employees, and will at any cost, do what it takes to accommodate them.

We are a medical spa owned by two physician assistants. We generate revenue by
performing various personal services such as injectables (botox, cosmetic filler),
performing laser treatments for hair/scar/pigment reduction, chemical peel
application and microneedling. In addition we have an esthetician who performs
waxing, dermaplaning and facials. We also are a reseller for a skin care product
line.

Due to the personal nature of our business, our services can only be performed in
person and therefore we were required to close from March to May. We were unable to
generate any revenue other than one client who purchased skin care products by phone
on one occasion. Without any income, we were required to supply additional personal
funding to remain open and we have gone without personal income as well. We have
delayed using our marketing dollars which hurts our social media presence, and have
now been marketing our services at a reduced rate in order to entice clients to come in.
Many are still afraid to come back in who were seen prior to COVID-19 closure which
continues to result in additional revenue loss.

$

6,262.00

Bentley Welding Inc. provides energy support services here in Weld County to
major national/regional energy players including Anadarko, Extraction Oil & Gas,
EOG Resources, Noble Energy, Bonanza Creek, Crestone Creek, among others.

The Covid19 virus has brought the majority of business sectors in Weld County to its
knees because of the related health concerns it poses and resulting economic
slowdown it causes. Specific to BWI, our March - August 15 year on year revenue base
has fallen from $8.8M to $2.6M with no advance warning. We have managed to do more
with less gross margin $s however we have had a hard time fulfilling our fixed costs
such as rent, service obligations, transportation and machinery equipment monthly
$
installment payments, and general and administrative salaries, etc. We were fortunate
to receive a PPP Loan of $976K which enabled BWI to maintain the majority of its
variable manufacturing staff and assist with the payments of some leased
manufacturing space. Those funds which we received mid April ran out in the beginning
of August.

25,000.00

Weld County revenue generating business lines include: roustabout services,
mobile/field welding, in-house fabrication, in-house vessel painting, vessel
(separator) repair work.

My business is a small Mexican family restaurant. To generate revenue, we created
new entrees and menus in order to have a variety of entrees for customers to order
food from. We sell our food entrees, which include main plotter, dessert, soft drinks,
and alcoholic drinks to a customer. Our revenue also depends on ensuring good
customer service in order for customers to tip high and will willingly come back to
order more food from us. We generate the revenue from our food sales and tips in
order to buy our large supply of products and to pay our employees.

Platteville

$

One Way Project Management renovates and improves housing for landlords,
tenants and general customers, particularly for properties in between tenant
turnovers. Typical jobs range from full scale remodels, down to small touch up or
carpentry jobs. We take pride in improving the housing in Weld County, and hope to
serve our community in the future.

Customer base mainly in the energy sector however we do customer welding
projects for all sectors.

034. Tio Juan's

A Quilter’s Corner, like many other small businesses, has experienced unprecedented
hardship because of the COVID-19 pandemic. From March 2020 until the beginning of
May, the store was closed for customers. However, our sales were literally cut by 48%
and our transactions were also reduced significantly. A Quilter’s Corner has always
thrived on our sale of sewing machines and being a central hub for quilter’s all over the
country. Because of COVID our community has suffered.

The hardships caused to my business due to COVID-19 virus is that we have had to
close down dine-in service which accounted for the majority of our food sales and tips
for the employees. Our sales were reduced significantly by more than 50%, and we have
been struggling to pay our employees. We have had to cut all their shifts by half. This
has made it extremely difficult for my business and few employees because of the
demand for work from customers and the low sales and tips we are generating during
this hard time. We have had to impose a more expensive interment service in order to
prevent cutting signals with customers who live outside of Platteville. We have also had
to impose a method of free delivery to customers, in order for them to call us and order
$
our food to help with our sales and payroll. We have had to put a lot of money on gas for
the delivery orders we get in the town and outside the town. We have had to spend
extra money in creating a new menu to serve new entrees for variety in our food, in
order for customers to find the right platter and pay for it. We are also working on an
online menu that will allow customers who are not comfortable dining in, to order food
from however, this menu is very expensive to put up on the internet.

5,141.14

035. Brighter Cleaners

Erie

1

Dry Cleaner

036. Toast

Windsor

3

Restaurant/Bar

037. Thomas/Signs Now

Greeley

3

Manufacturer

038. Diamond Detail

Greeley

5

Auto
Repair/Maintenance

039. Rojitos Severance

Windsor

11

Restaurant/Bar

Fort Lupton

1

Retail

Evans

2

Chamber

Firestone

3

Spa

Evans

4

Non-profit

040. Leslie Jewelry

041. Evans Area Chamber of Commerce

042. Nail Care First
043. Adamson Warmuth VFW Post 6624

045. Garden of Healing Massage Therapy

Windsor

1

Service Provider

047. The Crew Presents

Greeley

5

Entertainment

Brighter Cleaners business is a dry cleaner that offer cleaning services for clothing,
outerwear, and household items that otherwise cannot be washed at home. I
operate my shop in commercial space that I rent in a suburban shopping center of
Erie. The shop's income is derived entirely from the sale of garments being dry
cleaned. The Dry Cleaners is closed on Sundays and all major holidays. Brighter
Cleaners business spends most of its gross income on supplies, rent, payroll, and
utilities. Since the pandemic there has been a significant drop of revenue of more
than 75% of sales due to the unneeded of dry cleaning. Even though, I won't have
to spend much money on raw ingredients, like supplies and maintenance. However,
some of the expenses will continue during this covid19 period. These include rent,
utilities, and payroll. Total expense that still incurring per month are about $7000,
even though it isn't generating any revenue. When once the cleaners goes back in
business it will need to generate profit for several months to make up for the lost
income. Because of the covid19 pandemic, the cleaners has suffered a business
income loss of $15,000 per month compare to last year income.

As you know, many states including Colorado required business to close on an
indefinitely basis, with some exceptions for essential services. I am seeing a significant
impact due to government mandates resulting in reduced need for dry cleaning services.
It is not known how long these partial or full shutdowns may last, these changes had
already signification impacted my revenue

Toast Coffee & Wine Bar serves coffee drinks, wine, beer, food, and other nonalcoholic beverages.

Like many businesses impacted by COVID, Toast had to shut down on March 17th. We
were able to stay open for to-go food and drinks, but our menu doesn't lend well to to-go
food, so we weren't as successful with to-go as we would have like to have have been.
We had to cut down on staff and hours significantly. Since we have been able to reopen, we are at a reduced capacity. We are very small and can not accommodate very
many people at once with the new restrictions. In addition, we don't have a permanent
$
outdoor seating area that is comfortable. The town has granted us temporary seating
outside our storefront, but we don't have shade and with the hot summer the outdoor
space has been mostly unused. We have seen a significant decrease in patronage and
revenue that has not begun to return to pre-covid numbers. As owners, we are having to
invest additional money each month to make payroll and rent.

$

10,000.00

10,000.00

We manufacture and retail signs and graphics
Our business is down over 50% from the previous year
We are a mobile fleet wash. We work with large semi fleets and heavy construction More than 1/2 of our clients "closed their doors" to any outside traffic. That included us.
and Agricultural equipment. We also wash some on construction sites.
Since we are 100% mobile, all cleaning takes place on the clients property. We lost
about 60% of our revenue in the course of a few weeks.
We are a restaurant that offers carry out and dine in services. We opened in
Due to the state wide closures for dine in and the fact we were a new business from
November of 2019 and were hitting our stride in March of 2020 just before the
November of 2019 we did not have a very large carryout following. This impacted our
COVID19 related closures.
revenues over 50% and forced us to close for most lunches during the week in order to
be able to pay a core group of employees.

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

14,049.80

Jewelry store. Selling jewelry and doing jewelry repairs.
We provide education, visibility, advocacy and a network for our dues paying
members. Dues are kept low, especially for small businesses who cannot afford to
join larger chambers or industry groups.
We also have 4 fundraisers each year to supplement our dues income. They are an
Annual Dinner, Golf Tournament, Clay Shoot and Softball Tournament. We donate
a portion of our income from each of these to another non-profit.
We receive no income from the City of Evans.

We closed and have lost large amounts of revenue.
Due to the pandemic we have not and will not be able to hold our Annual Dinner, Clay
Shoot or Softball Tournament this year. The Annual Dinner generated $14,000 income
in 2019, of which $2,000 was donated. The Clay Shoot brought in $1,750. $750 was
donated to a non-profit. Our Softball Tournament netted $5,000 and $1,250 was
donated.
Our smaller members are having a hard time paying dues. Many of them are not paying,
even with the offer of a payment plan. They don't know if or for how long they will be in
business. This is a large percentage of our membership. We have stopped trying to
collect on nearly $10,000 as of this date.

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

We are still in operation, but business is limited
There is a canteen and there are games of chance. we also do fundraisers to
support veterans in need
I am a massage therapist and I generate revenue by providing the service of
massage therapy and a small amount of retail sales.

Loss of revenue due to COVID-19
The business was closed for over 3 months

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

The Moxi Theater is Greeley's independent Concert venue and performance space.
We host and promote concerts and sell tickets and drinks. We also publish a
monthly arts and entertainment magazine called BandWagon Magazine and provide
marketing consulting and graphic design services through that part of the business.

I was not able to do any massage therapy for 3/17 - 5/4 and thus had no income during
that time. When I returned on 5/5, business was slow to start and it has still not returned
to where it had been pre-pandemic. I have also had to invest in PPE and other supplies
$
to make my office space a safe place for my clients to return to. Due to the extra time I
have to spend cleaning and sanitizing, I have to work more to earn less.
From March 15th to June 21st, we were completely closed. Since June 21st, we've
operated at a limited capacity and struggled to book any profitable events. We had over
$15,000 in refunded ticket sales. BandWagon has seen a 30% drop in ad revenue since
March.

$

10,000.00

10,000.00

The Rainbow Motel on 8th Avenue in Greeley is a 16 room boutique motel / motor
lodge that has been lovingly restored. We provide clean, safe and comfortable room
rentals nightly with discounts for weekly and extended stays. We are the first visual
reference when entering Greeley on 8th from the north. We are the nearest
hospitality option for the Greeley Stampede and JBS.

Our business is heavily dependent upon tourism and events. Our busiest time of the
year historically has been the summer months with peak being the Greeley Stampede
and other events, which were cancelled due to Covid-19 this summer. Our motel is the
nearest hospitality option for the Stampede. Our bookings were decimated our July
bookings were down 58%, when the months of Jan, Feb and Mar were up over 10%
from the prior year.
While our revenue and bookings have been negatively impacted our cleaning expenses
have increased where we were previously spending a half hour per room we now spend
45 minutes per room. This has caused an increase in the average cost of cleaning a
room each night by $4, and with 895 booked room nights since 3/1 - 8/15 we incurred
increase of cleaning by $3,580.

048. Greeley Rainbow

Greeley

1

A significant portion of the activity near our motel is from the JBS plant nearby, which
has had several periods when it is shut down to address the Covid 19 issues and that
caused a significant reduction in the traffic and activity near the motel as there were no
deliveries, etc that we target for potential customers that might need hotel / motel
options.

Hotel (49 or fewer
rooms)

$

10,000.00

We plan on the summer months funding our operations during the slow months, which
did not happen this year.
We had difficulty procuring toiletries and toilet paper which lead to significant increases
in costs for those items over last year.
This created more competition of hotels targeting non event business and has caused
downward pricing pressure where we are selling rooms for $20 - $25 less than we were
a year ago.

049. She Nails

Erie

4

Spa

We provide manicure and pedicure services. We are a full service salon for nails
and waxing.
Sign shop - producing and installing commercial signs.

051. Raven Sign Studio

Greeley

3

Manufacturer

052. EE Willow Holdings

Greeley

9

Restaurant/Bar

053. EE Market Holdings

Greeley

10

Restaurant/Bar

Full service breakfast/lunch restaurant.
Full service breakfast/lunch restaurant.
We offer ESL, GED and US Citizenship classes. Students tuition fee is $300 each
class per semester.

055. Colorado Langauge Program

Greeley

3

Education Center

056. Zamar Screen Printing Inc.

Hudson

4

Manufacturer

057. Karen's Kids Childcare

Windsor

1

Daycare

We were forced to close for 7 weeks ( from 03/19/2020 to 04/30/2020). After opening
back up, the income has been hit hard. Income dropped about 50-60% since we couldn't $
take any walk-in and were also short-handed in staff.
Revenue has dropped due in part to the limited occupancy regulations. A large portion
of our business comes from events & fundraisers. With these functions being put on
hold or limited in size the need for advertising has subsided. Other businesses that have
seen a drop in their revenues are not putting funds towards the signage that they would $
have previously had budgeted. This has had an overall effect across the board with all
our clientele.
We were forced to close, and then allowed to open for carry out which did not generate
revenue. We are currently allowed to open at 50% compacity.
We were forced to close, and then allowed to open for carry out which did not generate
revenue. We are currently allowed to open at 50% compacity.
We had over 30 students when we opened in January 2020. They were not able to pay
their monthly school fee since they lost their jobs. We continued the class via remote
learning, and our teachers and staff spent their time teaching the class. I used my
personal savings money and husband's retirement money to sustain the business, and
provide education to our students.

We are a textile screen printing, embroidery and promotional products company.
We primarily sell to businesses, schools, and organizations in the Colorado area.

We were forced to close and had less business due to the closure. We had lots of
cancellations due to events and sports being delayed.

My business is a licensed child care business (Colorado license #62517). My
revenue is generated for my services at a rate contracted with individual families.

Due to Covid-19, I was forced to close my business on March 13, 2020 for the safety of
my clients and my family. I reopened at limited capacity on August 18, 2020. I had no
income during the closure. This created an extreme hardship on our family's financial
status. Because of continued precautions I must take and reduced capacity, I am not
earning my full potential because I must keep my enrollment low for social distancing
and other safety reasons.

NOTE: In 2019 I had to have two major surgeries for which I had to work with
decreased enrollment due to physical limitations. Income figures for 2019 reflect
this.

10,000.00

10,000.00

$

15,000.00

$

15,000.00

$

795.03

$

10,000.00

$

419.27

We are a fee for service orthodontic practice. Our main source of income is
generated through starting new patients in orthodontic treatment. We offer all of our
patients in house, 0% interest financing and monthly payment plans. We also
receive income from dental insurance plans. Once an insurance claim is submitted,
the insurance company determines if they pay us monthly, quarterly or annually.

058. Orthodontic Associates of Greeley

Greeley

7

Healthcare

059. Beautiful Addiction Tattoo and Piercing

Greeley

7

Service Provider

060. O'Sole Mio

Greeley

1

Restaurant/Bar

062. Morgan Wireless

Greeley

1

Retail

065. Brandi's Housekeeping Services

Greeley

1

Service Provider

I own a tattoo and piercing parlor within the Greeley mall. The majority of our
We almost lost our business due to cost of rent and not being able to open to pay rent 2
income comes from our customer appreciation sales where we do low cost tattoos of my employees lost their homes. We have lost a large number of clients due to their
and piercings to help prevent teenagers and young adults from doing them at home. fear of Covid and some due to mask mandates. We can't afford our rent, or the
equipment it takes to keep us open let alone the cleaning supplies and gloves due to
costs going up. We are only making in through thanks to donations of family members.
We are a restaurant providing take out, curbside, and catering.

Business selling cell phones and accessories.
I own Brandi's Housekeeping Services LLC. Brandi's Housekeeping Services does
post construction clean up, commercial and residential cleanings. We provide a
wide range of tasks for the community.

We are a privately owned Montessori preschool. We are open year round and care
for children 6 weeks to 6 years old. Our only source of revenue is tuition payments
received from our children's families.

066. Ohana Montessori

Frederick

8

Daycare

Due to the COVID-19 virus and regulations put into place by Governor Polis, we were
forced to close our office for a period of 2 months (March-April 2020). This means that
our existing patients were not actively monitored during this period of time, nor were we
able to see potential new patients. Being a small, locally owned, private practice;
EVERY PATIENT COUNTS, whether new or existing. Missing out on just one new
patient has a tremendous impact on our year end numbers. Missing out on two month’s
of new patients has been challenging to overcome. Not only is our revenue down due to
lack of new patients, we have several families in this office that have faced their own
hardships caused by COVID-19, particularly job loss. We are very flexible with our
$
patients that are set up on payment plans and have done our absolute best to work with
our families who have experienced job loss. This means that we are currently not
receiving monthly payments and/or monthly payments are delayed. While revenue is
down, the cost of necessary supplies has risen and is more difficult to get in a timely
fashion. We are having to order more frequently and increased quantities of disinfectant
and PPE to ensure that we have a steady supply on hand while at a much higher cost,
all the while meeting the new PPE requirements that have been imposed due to COVID19.

After the fire in March 2019 we lost our business. We started using a different kitchen
from our restaurant and providing only catering. We completely lost our catering
business in March 2020 for COVID. We opened again in July 2020 with take out and
catering.
I can't avoid paying rent despite limited income.
When Covid-19 started, I had 7 employees plus myself and we grossed $76,728 for the
past year. Covid-19 came, everyone had to quarantine, stay at home with their children
who were forced to do online learning at home. Due to the nature of the pandemic, my
clients and employees depleted down to "0" in a matter of 2 weeks. I had no choice at
one point in time, but to cancel my overhead costs such as General Liability Insurance,
Workman's Comp Insurance, and so on and so forth. I was able to receive a grant to
help me re-establish my business name 2 months later.
We are a preschool educating and caring for children ages 6 weeks to 6 years old.
August 2019 we expanded from an in-home to a large child care center. Our enrollment
was steadily increasing until COVID-19. We had varying reactions from our families and
community as to whether we could or should remain open. Some of our families were
nurses, police officers/dispatchers, therapists/counselors, grocery store managers and
other essential workers who were relying on us to stay open to provide care for their
children as they had no other alternative while they continued to work. Others lost their
jobs or had reduced hours and could no longer afford childcare. Some families were
able to work from home and keep their children home full or part time. We had three
families who were scheduled to start but due to having children at higher health risk disenrolled or delayed their start date. With the urging from our parents and the Colorado
Office of Early Childhood, (who requested we stay open to assist essential workers),
and to retain our employees we decided to remain open. Our student enrollment
decreased substantially as did our only source of revenue. We are a privately owned
preschool that does not receive any public funding. We reduced tuition for families in
need as much as we could. We retained our staff, supporting our teachers with payroll,
benefits and healthcare. We are two owner/employees and have been working 10 hours
a day 6 days a week to cover increased staffing needs and to keep the school running
with no compensation and personally paying for business expenses resulting in
additional personal financial hardship. Expenses have increased due to re-configuring
our classrooms to accommodate social distancing, increased cleaning services,
purchasing personal protective equipment, paper products, adding
tables/chairs/shelves/diaper changing table, etc. Many of these items were very hard to
find and purchase and most products such as masks and gloves have been triple in
price if you can find them. Each day is filled with uncertainty especially with cold and flu
season coming soon. Our families are very concerned about the future and some are
still out of work. We provide a very valuable service to our community in caring for the
very young child, (infants, toddlers, and preschool ages). Without us, there is no other
care in this area for these children. The childcare industry has been especially hard hit
with areas of undeserved childcare and now the closing of many centers which will not
be able to open again. We are a 100% women-owned business, one owners spouse is
a disable Marine veteran. We have invested our entire personal finances, time, hearts
and souls in the center and will continue to provide excellent care for the children and
stable jobs in our community but desperately need financial support to get us through

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

3,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

French bakery selling baking goods.

067. La Petite French Bakery

Greeley

1

Restaurant/Bar
Manufacture and sell custom hats. Our sales stem from the web, store front,
wholesale and tradeshows.

068. Greeley Hat Works

070. CS Effler Corp

Garden City

Windsor

11

4

Retail

Hair/Nails

072. Gymstarz Elite

073. Hue Salon

075. The Blue Mug Coffee Bar

076. Toney Family Chiropractic and Wellness

079. Munoz Insurance Company

Hudson

2

Manufacturer

Johnstown

11

Gym

Evans

4

Hair/Nails

Greeley

18

Restaurant/Bar

Erie

2

Healthcare

Greeley

2

Insurance

Windsor

5

Hair/Nails

081. Cheap FX

Greeley

2

Education Center

COVID 19 has drastically reduced our sales at retailers and farmers markets. COVID
also made us change our manufacturing processes to match the guidelines of the FDA
for COVID prevention. We have lost approximately $45,000 in revenue due to farmers
markets, and retail shows that have been cancelled or poorly attended.

$

10,000.00

$

15,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

15,000.00

I own a gymnastics center. We provide gymnastics classes to children ages 18
months-18 years of age.

We had to shut down mid March through June 1st. We didn't charge tuition and offered
all free classes online for the kids. We are down 30% compared to last year. Every time
our business has a covid case we are having to quarantine that small group of kids for
14 days with no income being charged.

I own a salon. I work behind the chair and I have 3 other stylists that rent a chair.
When I was forced to shut down in March I didn't receive booth rent from them until
May. I wasn't allowed to charge rent if the place of business wasn't able to provide
work. Therefore, from the end of March until May 4th there was absolutely no
income coming into the salon. When opening back up, I was only able to have 50%
of my staff working at a time. Which means each of us were allowed 3.5 days a
week to work. One client at a time, intense cleaning between each client. At that
point I still couldn't charge full booth rent and I wasn't able to have any retail out to
try and sell. I wasn't able to charge full booth rent until August, we are all allowed to
work at the same time. But still one client at a time and no more then 10 people in
the salon at a time. So we're still not making anywhere near what the salon was a
year ago.

Before May 4th there was absolutely no income coming into the salon. When opening
back up, I was only able to have 50% of my staff working at a time. Which means each
of us were allowed 3.5 days a week to work. One client at a time, intense cleaning
between each client. At that point I still couldn't charge full booth rent, I wasn't able to
have any retail out to try and sell. I wasn't able to charge full booth rent until August, we
are all allowed to work at the same time. But still one client at a time and no more then
10 people in the salon at a time. So we're still not making anywhere near what the salon
was a year ago.

$

6,733.38

We are a local retail coffee shop located in Greeley, Colorado. We have three
separate locations and we sell coffee drinks, baked goods and light lunch options.

We were forced to close our indoor operations in March of 2020 and only offer service to
go. Because the University of Northern Colorado stopped classes our store located
across the street from the University was too slow to remain open. We sold about
$20.00 each day we were opened so we closed that store until we were again allowed
to open for in store dining. The summer was very difficult because each of our locations
were way down in sales. With the help of the PPP loan and the Weld Recovery Fund we $
were able to retain our employees and make it through the summer. We are now in what
should be our most busy season of the year and due to the closing of schools and the
mostly online classes at UNC we are way down in sales. This is normally a time when
we make extra money which gets us through the slower months of January, February
and the summer months.

15,000.00

Our business relies on people coming in for treatment. We were forced to close for
4 weeks in April because of COVID and people were hesitant and scared to return
for several weeks after that.
We are an independent insurance agency. We work with several insurance carriers
and offer insurance for personal lines and commercial.

I own and operate a hair salon. The business makes money by providing beauty
services and selling beauty products to customers.

080. Suite C Salon

With the mandatory shut down store front sales were diminished. The hardship
individuals are finding themselves in has changed what consumers are purchasing
causing our web and wholesale sales to significantly reduce. Most locations are not
allowing tradeshows causing these sales to be minimal in comparison to the prior year.

Hair & Company provides personal services in the cosmetology field including cuts, We were shut down for over 40 days, our entire business structure has been completely
perms, colors, and facial waxing. We also sell retail products for personal services. altered in order to remain DORA Compliant. We are a convenience based business and
due to the regulatory covid restrictions, our productivity has dropped significantly due to
traffic limitations, new sanitation requirements, fear of viral transmission through
interpersonal contact and overall business restructuring. We lost close to 40% of our
staff shortly after the first month of reopening due to fear and a generous unemployment
payout.
We produce and sell honey. We sell honey at retailers such as King Soopers,
Safeway, and Whole Foods. We also sell at farmers markets.

071. O-P Apiary

The concern when the pandemic started caused people to panic and impacted business
operations. The business closed and is experiencing hardship to cover the expenses.

We lost a complete month's worth of revenue in April and saw our income start to
significantly decrease in March through July. We have estimated the loss of income
$
during that time is over $18,000.
In March we were force to closed our lobby working remotely and we did end up losing a
lot of customers. Not only because of technology issues, but also because of the
pandemic. We just opened our lobby back in June and we have been extremely slow. I
$
cannot manage to lay off any employee as they do have families. We are in need of
assistance.
The business was closed down for six weeks due to COVID-19. I had to lay off my
employees and had to completely remodel the salon to prepare for the social distancing
requirements when we were allowed to reopen. We had to remove much of the
furniture, deep clean the whole studio, and move work stations to accommodate the
requirement of 6-10 feet apart for guests. I also had to purchase PPE for both guests
and employees. When we did reopen we could only allow 1/2 the customers in at a time
so we had to spread out appointments, When we reopened we were not able to bring in
more than a few customers at at time so we had to spread out appointments making the
employees work longer hours to provide services for guests. We also have hired a
cleaning crew who comes in once a week to do a deep cleaning of the whole facility.

We teach children ages 7-14 how to write code, and provide other STEM activities. Enrollment was cut drastically. We had training and soft-open in January, and had to
Students enroll and pay on a month-to-month basis. We also have some very
close our doors in March. We are able to open our doors again, but operating with
minimal retail sales.
limited income and growth.

10,000.00

10,000.00

$

5,426.24

$

3,826.33

Our business is a restaurant and brewpub.

082. Windsor Concepts

Windsor

1

15,000.00

$

6,030.03

MOHR Cuts LLC and its subsidiaries operate as full service family hair salons.
MOHR Cuts LLC purchased four locations dba Cost Cutters in July 2019. Three of
these locations are located in Weld County and have been in operation since 1999.
The Centerplace location commenced operations in 2003, The Bittersweet location
commenced operations in 1999 and the Firestone location commenced operations
in 2004.

Pursuant to a PUBLIC HEALTH ORDER issued by the Colorado Department of Public
Health and Environment, MOHR Cuts LLC and its subsidiaries were required to close for
the period March 19, 2020 thru May 4, 2020. Upon reopening each of MOHR Cuts
locations were subjected to capacity restrictions, enhanced costs associated with
$
increased signage, sanitation and PPE requirements, and the elimination of accepting
walk-in traffic. Customer traffic has also been effected by decreased consumer
confidence around the pandemic, consumer financial concerns and less consumer
attention to hair care services.

15,000.00

Full-service restaurant serving food and alcohol.

Forced to drastically limit operations due to public health orders related to COVID-19.
We can only operate at 50% capacity and experienced significant decrease in sales due
to the limitations.
Our store was closed from 3/20/20 to 6/27/20 because of the COVID-19 virus.
Drastically reduced number of available jobs.

My business is solely operated from the individual people we see on a daily basis.
We are a family salon so our business is impacted by people. We have 3 stylists
who currently are working.

083. Professional Hair Design

084. MOHR Cuts LLC

Evans

3

Hair/Nails

Greeley

23

Hair/Nails

Erie

21

Restaurant/Bar

086. BBB Fashion

Greeley

5

Retail

088. Carbon Valley Home Services

Frederick

1

Service Provider

085. Kidd & Co

090. Carbon Valley Chamber of Commerce

091. R&M Services

092. Jianbao LLC

Firestone

1

Chamber

Fort Lupton

2

Auto
Repair/Maintenance

Greeley

1

Spa

Windsor

1

COVID has affected my business in a few different ways. We depended on our walk in
clientele, and now due to restrictions we have been unable to take walk in clients and
require an appointment for each service. We have to take more time in between our
clients to properly clean and disinfect our stations and seating area, and we have log
books for every hour to track what we are cleaning to make sure our clients and
ourselves are as safe as possible. Our cleaning supplies are up a lot from what it used
to be due to making sure each client has a clean cape, clean chair, clean environment.
We have to turn away clients because our limited spots due to covid.

$

15,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

We survive on membership dues and event fees. We have had to cancel all events and
luncheons due to COVID-19 so we have no revenue coming in. We are working with our
$
members individually to set up payment plans to be able to pay their dues but still
provide services to the community and keep their employees working.

900.00

We have been a family owned and operated business since 1947. We provide
Our business has seen drastic reduction in customers and income due to COVID-19. On
general automotive repairs and maintenance to most makes and models of
September 8th one of our employees tested positive for COVID-19, forcing us to close
vehicles, including: exhaust repairs and custom exhaust, oil changes, tires,
and quarantine for the mandatory 14 days, subsequently cutting off all source of income.
batteries, brake service, diagnostic and emissions repairs. We not only provide this
$
service to the general public but also provide it to the Fort Lupton Police
Department and two divisions of the City of Fort Lupton. We generate revenue by
providing these services, providing parts for repairs at a percentage for profit and
providing the labor.

10,000.00

Our store sells women's clothing, shoes and accessories.
Handyman services business that generates revenue by performing services for
homeowners & small businesses.
A local association to promote and protect the interest of the business community.
Revenue is generated through membership dues, an annual dinner, an annual golf
tournament and other fundraising events as directed by board of directors and
needed within the business community.

Jianbao is a massage therapy business.
Knowledge Bound is a retail and online store that sells educational products and
toys.

093. Knowledge Bound

Per Governor's orders we shut our doors completely in March. We were closed for
several months. During the pandemic we rebranded to become more take out friendly
and accommodate another potential shut down. We lost 4.5 months of revenue and laid
off 20 + employees.

$

Restaurant/Bar

Retail

Our business was closed from March until June. We are not good at English so it has
$
been hard to get help.
COVID19 has caused my business to operate on less staffing and less hours. We have
lost a lot of business for educational products that we would normally sell to schools. In
May & June our sales were down 30%. In addition to the lost revenue, I lost a contract
with a company that we created marketing and product research for because we were
unable to have customers in the store. The total revenue loss from these two things was $
$29,000.

10,000.00

10,000.00

I continued to pay employees for working even when I didn't have enough work for them.
Automotive service & repair and exhaust service & repair

094. Collins Muffler and Service

Greeley

4

Retail

095. Lasertrak Alignment

Greeley

1

Auto
Repair/Maintenance

096. El Tradicional

Greeley

10

Restaurant/Bar

Alignments for semi-trucks and general repair and maintenance for big trucks.

Our daily customer base really slowed down and some weeks came to a halt. We had to
limit to 1-2 customers at a time in the customer service area. Most payments were done
by phone, so our credit card fee went up. Many days we opened later and closed early.
We stopped working Saturdays, and are currently closed for Saturdays. Cost of supplies
$
have gone up, we haven't raised our prices because we are trying to keep our loyal
customers. Not really related to COVID-19, but with 10th ST construction our main
intersection entrance to our business location has been closed off. So business a has
really slowed down with that involved as well.
Had to limit services and there was a drop in alignments.

We are a family owned Mexican restaurant. All of our revenue comes from our food As a business that had recently opened, COVID has hit us hard. We not only had to
sales. We also sell alchol but most of our sales is food.
close for a couple of months like the rest of the restaurants, but we had to cut down on
staff. Take out orders did not help many days we had to close early and just go home as
we had no orders at all.

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

097. Clarity Pools

098. Firestone Chiropractic

099. High Brau Taphouse

100. Living Water Skin Spa

101. Northern Vision Smoothies

Frederick

Firestone

Greeley

Greeley

Windsor

7

1

2

1

12

Service Provider

Clarity Pools is a swimming pool service and maintenance company. Our primary
source of income comes from the service and maintenance of HOA community
pools.

The bulk of the HOA pools did not open due to the virus and legalities surrounding the
opening of those pools. Those that did the hours of operation were greatly reduced. This
has severely affected our ability to hire additional employees and meet new facility rental
$
agreements. While we are still able to meet our financial obligations it will be a struggle
through the winter when our jobs will downsize as it does every year.

We are a chiropractic office charging a fee for services and and health products.
Services are provided by the business owner.

Closing my business for 6 weeks (2 because I was ill and quarantined) destroyed both
present and future revenue. Re-opening with restrictions has kept it at 30% decreased
visits since. There is no way to increase to previous levels (which were increased in AugDec. 2019 through Feb 2020 compared to the previous year) until restrictions (No walk
$
ins, no waiting, distancing patients, etc.) can be lifted. Lost revenue from auto cases
affects my business for up to 3 years! The revenue I am experiencing now reflects the
increase in business I had been enjoying before Covid. The 30% decrease will not be
reflected for another 3-4 months....

Healthcare

Restaurant/Bar

Spa

Restaurant/Bar

10,000.00

8,572.43

High Brau Taphouse is privileged to serve both the UNC and local 21+ communities
by providing a safe and refined environment distinctive from other local drinking
venues. Since its opening, the business has attracted an ever-growing group of
regulars who come to socialize and have an outlet to relax and explore new and
exciting offerings from the Colorado craft beverage industry. By restricting inventory
to exclusively independent, Colorado-based providers, High Brau Taphouse has
been successfully showcasing little-known or unreachable Colorado brewers,
vitners and distillers to the Northern Colorado public and has become a hub for craft
beer discourse.

High Brau Taphouse suspended operations on March 17, 2020 in compliance with state
mandated bar and restaurant closures; 100% loss of sales for the next two and a half
months prior to reopening on June 2, 2020 is estimated at $30,000. Expenses during
the closure were minimized but still totaled just under $9,000, not including back rent
and deferred payments on existing long-term loans and utilities. An estimated additional
$15,000 worth of inventory (food and drink) expired and required disposal during the
closure, although the cost of goods to replace the expired inventory was near $4,300.
Since reopening, the business has observed the required 50% patron capacity limit
which has reduced sales by near half since resuming operations. High Brau Taphouse
has also suspended special events and private party bookings which provided a
considerable boost to monthly sales.

$

10,000.00

I operate an esthetics practice at 4665 W 20th St Ste B. I am the sole practioner. I
do facials and corrective procedures for skin and provide a little escape and
pampering from the daily grind. My sole income is providing these services to my
clients. I was closed March 13 through June 22 due to Covid-19. My business
continues to suffer due to clients being afraid to come in despite additional safety
precautions, ppe supplies, cleaning and sanitizing agents to meet protocols in
place.

As stated above, I was closed due to Covid-19 from March 13-June 22. Additionally I
have several clients afraid to come in for services and several who have extended their
time between appointments therefore I have many openings not being filled. I am
currently working at about 50% of pre-Covid. During this time of being shut down and
working a partial capacity, I had rent, insurance, utilities that were due as well as the
need to purchase additional cleaning and sanitizing agents and ppe. I also have had to
change how I schedule my clients to have longer cleaning times between each which
reduces the number of clients I am able to see. I previously shared a space and
equipment and she has decided to close her business and now I am faced with saving
money for necessary equipment (approximately $1000) that she had purchased that we
shared.

$

1,166.49

Inta Juice is a Northern Colorado franchise that sells smoothies, veggie blends,
wheatgrass shots, smoothie bowls and some food. We make money by selling
these items. My wife and I co-own the smoothie shop and live in Windsor. Inta Juice
is our sole source of income.

Our business has been severely affected by the COVID-19 health crisis since. We have
only been open since November 29th of 2019, however we did not have our "Grand
Opening" until February 29th, 2020. We then had a very good early-March when we
generated our two highest single day sales (excluding Grand Opening). These occurred
on March 6th and 7th when we brought in $2,115 and $2,310 respectively. However,
since mid-March, we have failed to get anywhere near the numbers we were seeing in
February and early-March; and in nearly seven months we have only eclipsed $1,500 on
five occasions. And to this day we struggle to exceed $900 a day.

$

10,000.00

To put this another way, from February 1st to March 16th, 45 days prior to the heart of
the pandemic, we averaged just shy of $1,350 a day. (Full disclosure, this number is
slightly skewed considering it includes our Grand Opening Day Sale, a day in which we
generated $4,025. Still, if this day is removed from the equation, we still averaged close
to $1,300 a day during this 45-day period.) And these sales were accumulated during a
colder time of year. Then the pandemic hit us during the time when Inta Juices
traditionally start seeing sales pick up due to the warmer weather. In fact, March is
typically other Inta Juice’s busiest month of the year. However, from March 17th to April
30th (the next 45-day period), we averaged just $755 per-day. Those numbers again:
$1,350 before to $755 during/after…
We never fully closed during the shutdown, but there were days that we might as well
have been. So, although we do not have the luxury of looking at a year-to-year sales
comparisons, you can see the drastic impact COVID had on our revenues, dropping
them nearly 50%.
The reason the totals for expenses and expenditure are zero in Step 1 of the Business
Interruption Worksheet below is because we were not open last year at this time. And
therefore, we must rely on estimates and data from the weeks and months just prior to
the shutdown.
In mid-March we also started requiring employees to wear gloves more often, and we
increased our cleaning regiments, both of which have added to our expenses.
Furthermore, we had no indoor seating for months, which, along with all the COVID
mitigation signage, made the store feel somewhat unwelcoming. And to this day indoor

Hugos is a established barber shop in Greeley, Colorado. East. in 2010 Hugos has
become a statue in the community though community developments and charitable
events consistently through out the past 10 years. Hugos generates its income
primarily through professional services and liquor sales from its bar.

102. Hugos, Inc.

103. Moonlight Carriage Company

104. McClave Voice and Piano Studio

105. Something with Pizzaz

Greeley

Nunn

14

1

Hair/Nails

Entertainment

Erie

1

Service Provider

Windsor

1

Service Provider

Hugos, just like the rest of small business have had a hard time staying afloat from the
covid shutdown. Our state governor has regulated our ability to provide services and
limited to a point that its more beneficial to close our door then to stay open. We had a
loss of 18-20k revenue a week for nearly 8 weeks of our shutdown. After reopening we
are at a 10-14k loss of revenue a week because of the regulations on how may
professionals were can have working. Prior to covid we nearly invested everything to
open our new expansion. We were shut down for 12 days before our grand opening. it
has been an absolute nightmare with covid but even more from the governors
regulations on us. We are drowing one day at a time financially even though the
business is still growing we can't operate at full capacity.

$

We offer carriage rides at multiple locations and events and private residences
throughout Northern Colorado with 95% of our business being in Weld County.
Private carriage service is offered by appointment and under contract and we also
travel to events to sell rides.

We have lost 99% of our business due to Covid-19. We no longer have events to go to
to sell rides, like Friday Fest in Downtown Greeley. Most weddings have been cancelled
or limited to only a few guests and rightly so, family and friends get those counted spots.
At this point in the year (September) we are typically booked every weekend (and
$
multiple events each day) from Thanksgiving to New Year. We have 1 job booked for
2020. Unlike most companies our assets (horses) eat every day even if there is no work.

I teach private voice lessons and private piano lessons. All revenue comes directly
in exchange for providing these services.

Due to the COVID-19 virus, I have been unable to hold lessons in person since March
12, 2020. Several students had to cancel previously scheduled/planned lessons due to
either losing their jobs or their parents losing their jobs. All group classes I was
contracted to teach were canceled due to public health orders and restrictions. I was
contracted to teach several summer music camps and these were all canceled, resulting
in thousands of dollars of lost projected revenue. Although the remaining private lessons $
were able to be moved to an online platform, this required additional software expenses
and additional teaching materials that otherwise would not have been purchased. In
addition to teaching online, I moved some classes outdoors, which required additional
supplies and equipment due to dealing with weather.

I sell promotional products to large and small business, civic organizations, and
schools. I have wholesale vendors and I charge retail to my clients.
Salon and spa providing services for hair, skin, and nails. We also generate retail
sales of such beauty products.

For the first time in 25 years I filed a 0 sales tax return in the 2nd qtr 2020. My clients
are either suspending purchases or simply have no funds. My business came to a
complete stand still.
We were forced to shut operations down for over 6 weeks. When we were able to
reopen, we had to decrease the number of clients and employees in the salon at any
given time. We adjusted our business hours and days we were open to partially
compensate.

15,000.00

10,000.00

1,460.32

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

We rerouted traffic flow, had clients call from their car and in some cases had to
process their hair color in their car. Although we are a full service salon, we could no
longer provide or offer facials or skin care services.
While wearing extra protection for both client and service provider, we built in extra
sanitation processes for each service and station. We took payment at the chair
lessening bottle-necking at the front desk. More sanitation processes increased required
time for each service with less possible clients a cosmetologist could service in a shift.

107. Clown Green Enterprises

Windsor

5

Service Provider

We created a special time for elderly and compromised clients to get haircuts on a
normally closed day and time. We had to staff this time slot. Some clients have not yet
returned due to personal fears. We have reached out to these guests and offered
special treatment. We fear this may be a permanent loss for our business.
We hired and partially trained 2 new stylists for a brief time in June and July, they
ultimately quit due to the high demands of the new procedures. A large part of our
summer business is always around people taking vacations and getting ready for travel
with new beauty attention. No vacations and no travel resulted in considerably less
summer business and revenues which is always used to get us through the leaner times
of the year. Plus, there is always a spike in business around school starting. With on-line
schooling, this push was non-existent this year. Again, this spike was used to get us
through lesser times.
As an aside, we are also extremely worried about the holiday season with no travel this
year. November and December are hands down our most revenue generating months.
People staying home for the holidays will lessen their need to have their beauty services
done. This is extremely concerning and may result for hardships well into 2021.
Also noted is that most salons are booth rent. This means that the stylist just rents a

108. Greeley Town Center Business Association Greeley

3

Non-profit

The Downtown Development Authority is a special district of the city of Greeley and
operates to foster economic development and revitalization within downtown. The
mission of the Greeley DDA is to create, support and promote endeavors that
enhance downtown experience, business growth and private development in
Downtown Greeley.

Because of COVID, the DDA received about $15,000 less in private donations, was not
able to host the usual version of Oktobrewfest (lost net revenue of $45,000), and has
taken on significant expenses for the marketing campaign ($43,000) to support the
businesses which was not budgeted for.

$

25,000.00

$

15,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

20,000.00

$

10,000.00

The DDA generates revenue through a 5 mill levy, donations from private
companies, events (primarily Oktobrewfest), City funds, and Tax Increment
Financing (TIF).

109. Platte River Fort Restor and Event Center

Kersey

13

Platte River Fort is a resort and event center and generates revenue from venue
rentals for weddings, corporate retreats, and parties. Our events generally range
from 30-600 people. We also generate revenue from food/beverage/alcohol sales
sold during events.

On March 16, 2020, due to the Governor's Stay at Home Order, PRF was closed. 95%
of our events were cancelled in 2020 due to social distancing orders and restrictions
prohibiting us from opening our event center. We continue to have difficulties scheduling
events in 2021.

In addition to our event venue we also have a bar & grill, lodging, glamping and
camping which generate income.

Weddings are the base of our event sales and revenues. Due to COVID, 17 weddings
were cancelled or rescheduled in 2020. We estimate that an additional 3-5 weddings
sales for 2020 were also lost.
In addition to events that were cancelled, we estimate at least $75,000 worth of
additional sales in 2020 which would have occurred throughout the season for parties,
retreats, lodging and food and beverage sales.

Entertainment

PRF also incurred unanticipated expenses in order to address COVID safety
requirements, additional staffing needs for enhanced cleaning, implementation of "no
touch" POS system, modifications to our kitchen to allow for social distancing for staff,
improvements and remodeling to our Courtyard and to our outdoor patios areas for
increased seating, and others.
We are a dental office which provides all basic dentistry.

110. Johnstown Family Dentistry

Johnstown

7

Healthcare
Renatus, Inc. is a full service restaurant that generates revenue from sales of food
and drinks.

111. Renatus

Firestone

6

Restaurant/Bar

112. Fat Albert's Inc.

Greeley

28

Restaurant/Bar

113. Assistance League Greeley

Greeley

1

Retail

We had to shut our practice down per the government and the ADA for 2 full months
only seeing emergency dentistry that did not involve picking up a hand pieced. We saw
3 cases over that 3 months.
COVID-19 has impacted Renatus, Inc. in ways we could never imagine. We temporarily
closed operations in March, following the recommendations of the CDC and Governor
Polis. We had to furlough all of our employees, and it was extremely difficult for us to
pay rent, utilities, and employees when we opened up again in May. Since May we have
had 6 employees work for us, down from 12-15 in 2019.

Sales of food and alcohol.

We were unable to serve on site and reduced overall sales by more than 50%. We were
also unable to sell alcohol for some time. We experience a loss of food due to lack of
sales.
The Assistance League Greeley operates the Bargain Box Thrift Store. The Bargain Both income and donations have suffered due to the Covid 19 pandemic. We were
Box is stocked with donated articles of gently used clothing and small household
forced to close the thrift store for a portion of March; all of April and May and half of
items. It is staffed entirely by Assistance League volunteers and is the main source June. We are currently open approximately 36% of our normal operating hours. Many of
of income to sustain our philanthropic programs.
our volunteers are in the high risk category and are not able to work volunteer hours at
the Bargain Box Thrift Store.
The Bargain Box net sales in 2019 were $262,665.

Revenues from September 2018 through August 2019 compared to September 2019 August of 2020; indicate that the Bargain Box has generated $114,977 less in net sales.
Note: A portion of this is due to the store closing in January and February for store
renovations, accounting for $1,430.
We calculate that net sales loss due to Covid 19 are $96,274.

114. Rhythm & Rhyme Tyme

Windsor

1

Education Center

115. Windsor Chamber of Commerce

Windsor

1

Chamber

116. Longview Kennels

Berthoud

12

Pet Services

We provide preschool music enrichment classes to Child Care Centers and Homes Due to Covid-19 we are unable to provide our services to Child Care Centers and
throughout the front range of Colorado, including Weld county.
Homes because of State restrictions concerning outside vendors and visitors being
$
unable to visit or enter these Centers.
We are a membership/sponsorship organization, funded by local businesses.
Due to the lockdown/shut down we have seen over $29,000 in membership loss
because the businesses we serve can not afford to pay their membership. We have
$
made arrangements to support as many businesses as possible.
Happy Tails Dog Ranch is a Doggie Daycare/Dog Boarding Kennel. Our revenue is With people working from home and fearing travel due to the pandemic, Happy Tails has
generated through providing services for pet owners while they are away from home seen a decrease in revenue from March 15,2020 to current date, September 27, 2020.
for work and/or traveling. We generate revenue through boarding, daycare, training We are beginning to experience another drop in business moving into the Fall/Winter
and grooming services. We also have a small retail area selling dog treats.
months. Prior to COVID-19, Happy Tails was growing revenue at over 20% per year and $
was named as one of he fastest growing businesses in Northern Colorado by Bizwest
for 2017 and 2018. We were starting the process of expanding operations and adding
more employees prior to COVID-19.

10,000.00
10,000.00

15,000.00

We are a men's hair salon selling haircut services and hair care products.

118. JDMK Global

Firestone

12

Hair/Nails

121. Kress Enterprises

Greeley

2

Entertainment

122. Intermountain Data Corp

Greeley

1

Service Provider

Movie theater and bar lounge. We depend on people coming in and watching
movies.
Employment and tenant screening services.
I am John Jaquish, owner, and Director of Tiny Tykes Preschool & Daycare. Thank
you so much for offering an incredible grant program to help our licensed Family
Child Care Home during these difficult and unprecedented times. I am formally
submitting a request for this Grant.
Our facility is licensed through the State to care for 12 children daily Monday thru
Friday. We are also licensed for overnight care. Parents pay weekly for their child's
care, and we do have low income families on the state funded CCAP program.

123. Tiny Tykes

Firestone

2

We were forced to close for 5 weeks and since we have been able to reopen we are
only allowed to be at 50% capacity. That has cut into our services and our ability to see
products. We have also had increase in costs with us having to increase in cleaning
supplies, provide for PPE for both employees and clients, as well as change our
supplies such as more capes for clients. We have seen a 25% decrease in revenue
over the same time period of last year even though our employee costs have gone up
due to the increase in minimum wage at the beginning of the year.

$

15,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

1,721.50

$

10,000.00

We had to close due to the state mandate. We also had to lay off and retrain staff.
$
We were closed for 2 months. Income diminished. Unfortunately lost several clients due
to the fear of the virus. Unfortunately one massage therapist also chose to not return
$
due to the virus.
We had to close for almost 3 months and are still working in a limited number.
$
90 % of our families could not go to work so they did not bring their children. Therefore it
$
was a major loss of income.
Our clients are taking longer to pay for services and some have been unable to continue
projects or pay for services.

10,000.00

$

2,890.74

We had to close down due to the state mandate. We had to let go almost all of our
employees.
Loss of business due to reduced hiring and the inability of landlords to evict or change
tenants.
I consider myself a Colorado native, seeing that I have lived here since I was four. I was
raised and went to school in Nederland. From Nederland I went on to be a three-sport
athlete at Western State College. At WSC I earned my Bachelor of Arts Degree in K-12
education. After college, I jumped into the work force instead of completing my student
teaching. One of the owners of a business for which I was providing nighttime security,
also owned two large Child Care Centers in Boulder, CO. She was short staffed and
knowing my education background, asked if I would help for a few weeks. A few weeks
turned into a few years, and ultimately, a new Early Childhood Education Degree and
Director License. I fell in love with teaching and interacting with the little ones. This
experience gave birth to my dream to build and run my own Child Care Center. I wanted
to be able to pursue my passion, along with have a place where I could provide a safe,
fun, and educational experience to any child or family in need.
For the first time since we opened our doors 7 years ago, I have feared having to close
our doors to Tiny Tykes Preschool & Daycare. In March, when the Stay at Home Order
was issued, over half of our families either kept their child home - some withholding pay,
or withdrew their child(ren) completely not knowing what the future held. For those
families that wanted to stay enrolled with us, but were keeping their children home - we
got creative and started delivering weekly "Covid Baskets" to each families front door
every Monday morning for 8 weeks. The baskets included several worksheets, multiple
crafts and supplies, as well as toys to help the parents keep their child involved and
busy while they were at home. We also included some type of food | treat activity - such
as personal pizzas, cookies and donuts to decorate, etc. There was a cost to all of this,
but our hope was that families would see we were still trying to provide a value to their
kiddo and would keep paying tuition even in their absence. In some cases they did, but
definitely not all.

Daycare

Even though we were under numbers we made the decision to keep our Lead Teacher's
hours normal so that we didn't risk losing her. Stability in our team is a huge priority to
us, as our families value the consistency for their kids. By doing this, it also effected our
revenue, as our payroll didn't really decline.

124. Maggies Java Joint

Greeley

10

Restaurant/Bar

126. Mood Ease

Windsor

4

Spa

127. Windsor Gymnastics Academy

Windsor

18

Gym

128. Little Angels Christian Preschool

Windsor

5

School

Cafe selling food and coffee.
We offer various massage therapy services.

Gymnastics instruction for the youth.
We provide childcare services and an academic preschool.
AGPROfessionals is an agricultural development/consulting firm. We provide
engineering, surveying, land planning, regulatory and real estate services.

129. AGPRO Environmental Services

Greeley

20

Service Provider

Projects have been put on hold due to COVID-19 virus; therefore reducing revenue to
our company.

1,574.27
15,000.00
2,928.33

I have a retail gift and antique store as well as a restoration shop. The restoration
shop is in the same building as the store. The restoration shop consists of
refinishing of antique as well as new furniture, upholstering of furniture, and
designing and making custom furniture.

131. Memory Lane Antiques

Windsor

8

Retail

We offer barbering services (haircuts, colors, shaves, waxing, facial hair trimming,
etc) to customers.

132. The Cutting Edge Barber

133. Greeley Area Chamber of Commerce

134. The Black Sheep

137. Azteca Mexican Restaurant

Johnstown

Greeley

7

4

Hair/Nails

Chamber

Johnstown

23

Restaurant/Bar

Erie

5

Restaurant/Bar

Greeley

3

Retail

The loss to lodging tax which funds our Visit Greeley services contract dropped
significantly in the month of April and sustained that slow momentum which caused the
City of Greeley to drop our funding from an annual $250,000 to $150,000 a
representative loss of $100,000 dollars. We have also lost revenue from some of our
small businesses and closures of their business due to COVID. Our Chamber sustains
its revenue model with 40% of the revenue coming from events. During COVID in
person events have been drastically reduced resulting as well in lost revenue.

We are a family-owned pair of restaurants. Dominic's Pizza is a pizzeria and Black
Sheep is a dine-in coffee and crepe shop.

Black Sheep was closed due to COVID-19 mandates from March 17-June 10. Since
reopening, our business has been operating with reduced hours along with state
mandated capacity restrictions for restaurants. Dominic's Pizza had to close its dining
room March-May and reopened with very limited seating due to capacity restrictions, in
order to practice required physical distancing. Additionally, due to public concerns we
have seen a decrease in sales and customer traffic since reopening for dine-in.

We are a family restaurant providing food services. Our income is generated solely Since Covid-19 we were forced to close our doors to the public. We had to drastically
by our food sales.
make cuts on staff since we were not selling any food. We were open for to go only
orders but the foot traffic is not the same and we could not offer any hours to our
employees. Due to the drastic loss of revenue, we needed to throw out a lot of food that
wasnt getting sold and lost money there too.

The business is a restaurant/beer only bar. We sell food and beverages along with
entertainment, billiards and music.

139. Kersey Pool Hall

Kersey

1

Restaurant/Bar

140. D&S Squared

Greeley

6

Service Provider

141. Frequency Healing Center

Greeley

1

Service Provider

142. N.E. Time Metal Design

Nunn

1

Manufacturer

143. Mini Mac Maintenance

Severance

1

Service Provider

We had to close our business for 6 weeks, we were then only allowed to open at 1/2
capacity. We were solely a walk in shop only and customers would just show up and
wait in line in our shop for a haircut. Our lobby is still not allowed to be open so we are
still operating by appointment only which is a completely different business model that
$
we had before. We have grown every year since being open and this year we have seen
a significantly decrease in business overall, we are down over 40%.

Our non-profit generates revenue from it's member investors and non-dues revenue
from events and sponsorships. We also gain revenue from a contract with the City
of Greeley for Tourism services in the Greeley Area and region through a public
private partnership.

We retail furniture, TVs, appliances, wood flooring, carpets, delivery and setup.

138. Ben's Furniture TV & Applicance

During the mandatory shutdown of retail stores due to Covid19, my retail sales were
sharply decreased from the previous year. Since the allowance of retail businesses to
be reopen, my walk - in traffic is significantly lower compared to previous years. I would
like to expand my social media platform as well as have an up to date website made to
broaden my customer base and provide online sales for my customers as well as attract
new customers. I looked into having a new website built, but right now I can't afford the
expenditure of $7,500 - $10,000. In addition, the monthly maintenance fee for the
website and social medial is $800. My website is 10 years old and is obsolete as far as
connecting with customers via a mobile platform such as phones and tablets. My
$
website does not have the online sales capacity to provide an e-commerce platform for
outside online sales to help my business offset the lack of walk - in traffic. I have spent
$540 for PPE for my employees as well as a hand sanitizing station for my customers. In
addition to having my retail store, I participated in antique shows in the Rocky Mountain
region as well as California and Utah. All of these shows have been cancelled due to
Covid19. My income from shows has dropped to zero.

Our revenue has dropped, due to COVID-19, and fewer customers are doing their
laundry.
We had to shut down and shut off all of our memberships after the first month of being
shut down. When we are able to open back up I could not hire any of our employees
back. I was not longer able to have walk ins and did by appointment only. Most of our
former clients were over 60 and were not comfortable coming back.

We have a CNC plasma table that we use to manufacture support products for the
oil industry. We also make custom metal signs. As a sole proprietor we do the work
inhouse without having any other employees.
Mini Mac Maintenance, LLC provides commercial native field mowing, parking lot
cleaning and snow removal. The native field mowing and parking lot cleaning is
provided from March-November of each year. Snow removal is provided as needed
during the winter months.

Our demand has all but stopped because of the halt in the oil field. We produce items
when they are ordered and we have had no orders since May.
During The Covid-19 virus many commercial businesses were closed and employees
were working from home. These businesses deemed commercial mowing and parking
lot cleaning a non-essential service and suspended these scopes of work. Snow
removal work is unknown at this time.

10,000.00

$

25,000.00

$

15,000.00

$

10,000.00

Our past due rent is equal to 22K due to late fees, low income, low sales, and no money
to pay employees. We experiences 1 employee under quarantine who quit because of
$
the heal risk.
The Governor issued a mandatory quarantine which forced us to sell curbside/pickup
only as we do not have a drive through. after bars/restaurants were open we were
allowed 25% capacity at first, then 50% now, with no seating at the bar. Our building
capacity is 50 so 25% of that is 12 people for sit down. 0% of 50 is 0. Price of goods
$
doubled, taxes were not releived and income decreased. we still had to pay utilities,
mortgage, and taxes. We closed early on days to preserve goods for the next day and
we closed from 8/1/2020-9/8/2020.

Duds N Suds is a full-service laundromat, with drop-off service and self-service
options.
It was a membership based business open from 7:00-7:00 6 days a week. We had
a variety of equipment that helped with mobility and all around wellness. The
members could come in and use the equipment as much as needed.

10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

4,400.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

144. Windsor Mill Tavern

Windsor

34

Restaurant/Bar

Windsor Mill Tavern is a full service restaurant and tavern that opened Oct 2, 2019, The restaurant business was arguably the hardest hit industry with a projected survival
serving a full menu every night of the week and additional lunch on the weekends. rate, especially for independent operators, that is very dismal. The initial reaction to the
pandemic and the continued restrictions and regulations have made it very difficult to
regain the traction that we started with as a new business that opened in late 2019.
$
Nearly 30% of our workforce did not return upon reopening on 5/27/2020 forcing us to
hire and train an additional 10 people. We unfortunately have lost many THOUSANDS of
dollars and we hope to make it until 2021.
We assist customers in selecting custom window coverings for their homes or
businesses, then measure, order, and install the same.

145. EJLP

Windsor

7

Retail

$88,480.11 decrease in sales in March compared to 2019
$36,479.37 decrease in sales in April compared to 2019
$27,861.43 decrease in sales in May compared to 2019

$

20,000.00

10,000.00

In March alone, 40% of scheduled customer appointments were cancelled siting covid19 concerns.
I am co-owner and managing partner of Revel Dance Center LLC which is a small
one studio dance school. We have students ages 3 to adult taking session long
classes (there are three sessions in a year - Fall, Spring/Winter, and Summer) or
drop in classes. Generally most of our students register for a session of a 45min, 1
hour, 75min, 90min or 2hr class. They typically pay monthly to attend although
some students will pay in full the whole session up front. We hold annual dance
recitals in the Spring as well that adds a bit of extra income for us as a business.

147. Revel Dance Center

Erie

1

Service Provider

148. China Kitchen Corp

Greeley

3

Restaurant/Bar

149. Lucky Panda

152. Erie Chamber of Commerce

Greeley

4

Restaurant/Bar

Erie

1

Chamber

Beginning in the middle of March for 2 weeks we had to cancel classes to prepare for
next steps in terms of safety and logistics. Beginning the last week of March 2020 all the
way until Aug 17th all of my 28 dance classes changed to an online platform of live
streaming dance classes through zoom. Before COVID and mid March our enrollment
numbers were at 189 students. By the end of the session we had 80 students drop
classes because they were not interested in zoom only classes. Our monthly revenue in
January 2020 went from $12,345 to $5,069 monthly in April of 2020. Normally our
monthly revenue doesn't fluctuate to that degree. On top of this our NNN costs
(specifically effected by tax costs that were miscalculated by our landlord) went up
greatly beginning in April of 2020 when we were still shut down as a business. We were
$
charged back taxes for previous years 2018 and 2019 and paid $3,663 directly to our
landlord. Currently, beginning in August of 2020 we reopened to in person classes and
have increased expenses due to cleaning materials, HEPA air purifiers, touchless
thermometers and PPE. Our student numbers are currently at 138 students and we did
not hold our annual recital in June, nor will we until next June of 2021. I also have
smaller class sizes restricted to 9 students max and although I am teaching 25 classes
a week I have classes that are full and have waitlists because I am unable to increase
my student class sizes. Normal student class sizes were at 14.

My business is a full service Chinese restaurant selling Chinese foods. We also do
delivery and carry out.

Due to COVID-19, my restaurant need to be closed in April and May. We had no income
for two months. However, we still need to pay all the rent, utilities and phone bills.

It is a Chinese restaurant serving per scoop for dine in and carry out. We do
delivery by third party as well.
The Erie Chamber of Commerce generates its revenue through the following:
1) Membership Dues
2) Major Investors
3) Major Events (11/year)
4) Sponsorships

Due to COVID-19, my restaurant had to be closed for two months (April and May). We
$
had no income but still need to pay the rents and all utilities.
The Erie Chamber of Commerce has been affected by the Covid-19 Pandemic in the
following ways:
1) September, 2020 is our annual Membership Dues Renewal. To date (9/29/20) we
have received less than 1/3 renewals. (I am hopeful more renewals will be received in
October which is typical for our members). Please note our reports reflect Acrual vs
Cash income
2) Because all 11 of our Major Events attract crowds between 1,000-25,000 and in
$
accordance with the State of Colorado Guidelines prevents crowds of the this size to
gather, we have lost a substantial amount of income from booth sales, ticket sales, and
beer/wine sales.
3) In addition to the above revenue losses, since there are no major events this year, we
have lost most of our Sponsors.
4) Additionally, our Major Investors have substantially diminished.
5) Our total income for May-August 2020 compared to 2019 is down 41%

$

10,000.00

10,000.00
10,000.00

14,019.11

Sisu Therapies was founded by married couple Laura Simenson, DPT and Joe
Schroeder, DPT. The couple had a long-standing goal of starting a therapy and
wellness practice together that offers a dynamic and holistic pathway leading to
healthier lifestyles. Our clinic offers Physical Therapy, Occupational/Hand Therapy,
Medical Massage, Wellness Classes, Personal Training, and Traditional Sauna. We
bill insurance or accept cash for our therapy services. Our Wellness, Sauna, and
Massage are cash-based services. We also offer some retail for clients who would
like to buy "tools" that we recommend to help them with their rehab process.

153. Sisu Therapies

154. Right Coast Pizza Company

Windsor

Greeley

4

14

Healthcare

Restaurant/Bar

We were slated to open our business April 20th, 2020. Due to the Stay at Home order,
we waited until April 27th to open when Safer at Home was implemented. Elective
surgeries make up a large part of the therapy business and those were on hold until the
1st or 2nd week of May 2020. As those surgeries started up again, there was a lag in
therapy referrals-hospital-based outpatients started to fill up first. We know that they
were low in census until at least the middle of June. Many orthopedic and general
practices did not allow us to come inside of their offices to market our business and
therefore, we were forced to drop off materials without speaking to anyone. We feel they
were overwhelmed as well and unable to talk over the phone or a video conference.
Mission
Everyone seemed to be scrambling in the healthcare communities. In mid- to late-July
To provide a positive and energizing center where clients can receive exceptional
we started to be able to get into places to talk to managers of clinics to market our clinic.
integrated therapy and wellness services from evidence-based practicing clinicians In August, we were invited by OCR to come in and market our business in Fort Collins.
and staff. Recognizing every individual is unique, we strive to help our clients reach
their goals and improve their overall well-being.
Along side all of this, the insurance credentialing business had come to a halt as well.
Because we are a new company, we need to apply to insurances to be in-network. A
Vision
physical business address is necessary before you can start to apply to insurances to be
Sisu Therapies vision is to become a leading community resource who helps our
in-network. We signed our lease on Feb. 2nd and got started immediately on this
$
clients optimize movement and function through innovation. collaboration, quality
process. However, some of the larger insurances closed their network to new providers
care, and consumer-centricity. At Sisu Therapies, we will strive to inspire client
including BCBS, United Healthcare, Kaiser, and Cigna. Medicare was also having
engagement in physical activity in order to optimize a person’s abilities, contribution troubles keeping up with all the new provider requests-given the new exceptions for
to society, and elevate their enjoyment in activities.
providers to give care across states and through telehealth. It took us additional time to
become credentialed with Medicare and Medicaid. We finally then were able to get on
Since opening, we have provided community talks, wellness events, and are a Tier board with a workers' compensation insurance. Our whole insurance credentialing
1 sponsor of the Windsor Half Marathon and Heavy 10K. Joe is a member of the
process was delayed by 2-3 months. We are still waiting on our final acceptance to
Windsor Rotary and Laura works with members of the community including the
BCBS as we were finally extended an application for in-network status after countless
Community Recreation Center to promote active lifestyles. We are working with
attempts by myself, pleading to allow us to apply given the amount of individuals in our
other professionals on building programs for our community and surrounding areas area with BCBS. We are in the "contract phase" now with them and anticipate to be onthat focus on youth diet and exercise; as well as, education for populations such as board any day now. We are now in-network with many insurances and continuing to
those who have diabetes and how exercise can help with disease management.
apply to more. When BCBS accepts us as in-network, we will be calling our wait list of
We enjoy being involved in the community to promote healthy, well-rounded
50+ individuals who have called or been referred to us for therapy to see if they still
lifestyles.
need it and to get them scheduled.

Full service restaurant. Revenue is based on the sale of food and drink. Primary
business is in-person dining.
We are a preschool.

155. Greeley Early Leaning Center

156. Fort Lupton Chamber of Commerce

158. Lunas Tacos and Tequalia

Greeley

Fort Lupton

14

1

Education Center

Chamber

Greeley

20

Restaurant/Bar

160. New Horizons

Johnstown

4

School

161. Fit For You

Firestone

3

Gym

We are a member driven entity built to promote and protect the business
community in Fort Lupton and South Weld County. We generate revenue through
Memberships, two major annual fundraisers and sponsorships of those fundraisers,
monthly luncheons and community/networking events.

For the first 2-3 months that we were open, the population that we could serve was
mainly
Medicare
and
Medicaid,
or cash-paying
clients.
individuals
We
were
forced to
close
completely
in March. We
then65+,
reopened
with awho
stafftypically
of 2 to
accommodate carry-out orders. Since March we have been operating at about 50% of
sales to previous years.
We had to close for 4 weeks due to Gov. Polis' order.
When we came back we had to limit our class size for another 3 months and a large
number of our families did not return for various reasons (lost their job and couldn't
afford it, working from home so didn't need it, uncomfortable because of virus).
When we were allowed to increase our class sizes we still were not allowed to combine
classes in the morning or afternoon which meant we had to pay more staff than normal
and we have to have reduced hours because we can't afford to pay overtime.
We are still only at 75% of the enrollment we had in January, 2020 and we have had a
loss every month since February.

This business is a preschool offering morning and afternoon classes to children
ages 3-5.
Anytime Fitness is a 24/7 franchise gym, independently owned business. We make
money by offering people in the community memberships to the facility. In addition
to the monthly fee, there is also the enrollment fee. We offer personal training,
classes, free weights, cardio machines, functional training, and online wellness
tools. We charge fees for personal training and classes. We also sell merchandise,
workout gear, and energy drinks.

$

15,000.00

$

15,000.00

The greatest hardship is that we are losing our free office space. We have had such a
generous donor and Covid-19 was a catalyst for them to shut down their Fort Lupton
location. We will now have extra expenses to move our office. The second greatest
hardship is the loss sponsorships for events. This is found to be because of business
hardships or Covid-19 policies that restrict participation and in some cases, fear.
While we have taken as many of our events and services online or done hybrid events,
we are just missing the mark without these sponsorships.

We are a 150+ seat, full service taco and tequila restaurant in downtown Greeley, We were forced to shut our doors and adapt our model to take out only for 3 months
CO. Our revenue is generated by selling tacos and tequila. We average roughly
until we reopened at limited capacity on June 1st. We laid off 43 employees on March
60% food, and 40% alcohol, while doing just 3% of our sales in takeout pre-COVID. 20th, 2020. Since reopening at an extremely limited capacity, we have been forced to
drastically change our business model, spend thousands of dollars on additional
signage, PPE, etc, and have lost roughly 40% of our revenue.
When the schools shut down in March 2020, our parents all felt that we should close
and students stopped attending on March 13, 2020.
My business was forced to stop operating on March 17, 2020 until June 2020. During
that time, I was not able to process gym membership fees, or enroll new members, or
sell personal training. I also had to lay off 5 employees. During the mandated closure, I
lost almost $50,000 in revenue.

615.29

$23,770.76

$

15,000.00

$

2,420.72

$

10,000.00

Syntax Distillery is a manufacturer of craft spirits such as whiskey, vodka, and rum.
It generates revenue via wholesale spirits sales to distributors and sales through
our tasting room. The tasting room sells cocktails, food items, and other
merchandise.

Covid hit our business at an extremely bad time. We'd been in business for 8 years at
our original location in Greeley, and then purchased the historic Greeley Elevator
building in 2018, with plans to renovate the building and then reopen our expanded
distillery and tasting room at that location. We spent half of 2018 and most of 2019
renovating the building to the point where we could re-open our tasting room, and had
just done so in December of 2019.
We did not have the production area of the building renovated yet at that time, and had
plans to have production running again by summer 2020. We have been operating our
tasting room on inventory that we produced at our original location, and our plan was to
use that revenue to help finance our ongoing building renovations until production was
up and running again so that we could resume wholesale sales.

162. Syntax Spirits

Greeley

2

On March 15th, just as our tasting room was starting to reach its stride again after being
closed for over a year, it was shut down by order of the state, throwing our business
plan and renovation timeline into chaos. We have been able to open in a limited way
since then, but the unfortunate facts are that people are still not going out the way that
they once did, and we had to do a great deal of retooling and refocusing in order to
adjust to the new circumstances. In addition, the pandemic has impacted our ability to
find contractors and other employees willing to do work for us.

Manufacturer

$

10,000.00

$

543.76

$

2,970.71

We have had to close and limit access to our tasting room which generated a large
percentage of revenue. The bars and restaurants that we sell to also closed so we lost
all of those sales as well. The multitude of events that we are usually a part of were also
cancelled. All onsite as sell as a large percentage of offsite sales came to a complete
halt. as we have been allowed to re-open our sales have decreased by 70% from last
$
year due to occupancy limitations as well as customer fear. Live music and events were
a large draw to our facility and those have been halted due to covid concerns. Sales
have decreased across the board to our offsite partners such as restaurants and bars
for the same reason.

15,000.00

As a result, our production area renovations are still not completed as of the end of
September 2020, and it now looks as though our best hope is that we will be able to get
it done by year-end. Because our production has been down due to the
move/renovation, we were also not able to take advantage of hand sanitizer production
in the early part of the pandemic, as many craft distilleries were, and haven't been able
to make up for a lack of cocktail sales with wholesale sales.
In summary, the timing almost couldn't have been worse given the phase we were at in
this huge project. Please understand that since we were already closed for renovations
since mid 2018 and only re-opened one part of our business briefly, our financials won't
be representative of anything like a normal business.

164. Motherlode Co-Packing

Hudson

26

Manufacturer

We are a co packer. We make different sauces and then bottles those sauces for
various customers.
We are a preschool.

165. Earl-Lee leaning

Eaton

10

Education Center

High Hops is a brewery. We brew and sell beer at our onsite tasting room and
offsite in restaurants, bars and event centers as well as liquor stores.

168. High Hops Brewery

Windsor

12

Restaurant/Bar

169. Parrott's Sports Grill

Firestone

1

Restaurant/Bar

171. Bulldog Deli

Greeley

12

Restaurant/Bar

172. Roots Down

Greeley

4

Restaurant/Bar

173. Fitness Avenue

Johnstown

2

Gym

We had multiple sick employees that the company paid their wages so that they could
stay home. We also had multiple supply interruptions which caused spoilage and loss of
inventory.
We lost 9 weeks of school income from March - May.
We are usually closed in the summer but when school started back this year, we were
unable to open one of our programs that operates at the local Elementary School which
is resulting in lost revenue. We also had to make some modifications to accommodate
new procedures due to COVID-19.
We have also had to reduce our hours which meant losing some students.

Business is a Sports Bar & Grill style restaurant specializing in slow smoked meats
and high quality burgers. Revenue is generated though the general sales of Liquor
and Food products.
We are a restaurant. We generate revenue through food and beverage sales.

Our business was forced to close and remained so until July due to capacity limits
limiting our revenue stream. We are currently on track to do 15%-20% of our previous
years revenue.
The business was forced to close for 5 weeks and then to reopen for carry out only and
then to open for dine in at only 50% capacity and this has caused a huge drop in sales
and profitability making it difficult to pay bills and emplolyees.
We are a casual dining restaurant that offers a wide range of house made food and There has been a 30% reduction in our business. Our main concern has been getting
cocktails.
people back in the seats. All food product went through a tough time where costs where
super inflated and items where scarce. At this point some items have leveled off but,
some items like gloves for instance are climbing in price. The employee base has been
very minimal as well. We have not been able to be open as much as we want for that
fact which has made it hard to recover.
We are a fitness facility with a full line of cardio equipment, strength machines, and
free weights. We offer group fitness classes and personal training. We also are a
tanning salon and offer massage therapy. We also are a drop off and pick up
location for a dry cleaning company.

We were mandated to be closed for 10 weeks during COVID. During this time, our gym
members found other ways for fitness. Additionally, the tanning and massage business
was mandated closed. During COVID, more people were working from home so there is
less of a need for people to use the dry cleaning business. We have been greatly
impacted due to COVID and while we are currently open for business, our volume of
business is significantly down.

$

10,000.00

$

15,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

Our business has two components: run coaching, running events and a group
fitness studio. Clients pay monthly memberships to attend classes led by my team
of instructors. We do not offer an open gym style facility. In 2019 run.Windsor
began putting on small races in an effort to help cover the costs of the large
overhead of the gym space.

174. Run Windor

Windsor

3

I started run.Windsor in 2017 as a home based business as a run coach, and opened
FusionFIT (the gym) in March of 2018. We were ordered closed in March of 2020 and all
of our races were cancelled. When I closed, unlike other businesses, I cancelled all of
my members' dues as I felt it wasn't right to force them to pay for a gym membership
they were unable to use.
I created a Virtual membership and with another instructor spent 3 hours each day
filming and recording live workouts for our members. As an already struggling start-up
gym this has been an incredibly hard year to fight through. My landlord did not require
me to pay what I couldn't afford from March through June but is now requesting the
$10,000 of back rent and utilities.

Gym

$

9,393.34

$

10,000.00

Reopening has been a very slow process due to the capacity limits but our members are
slowly returning and we feel hopeful we will survive. What I'm struggling with is how to
pay back the rent for the three months we weren't allowed to operate as normal. My
business also needs additional funding for marketing and advertising in this very
competitive market.
We are holding a Half Marathon Event in October for 300 participants so my bank
account is falsely inflated due to the $20,000 of revenue from this event but does not yet
show the $15,000+ of expenses that will be paid out for the event next month.

175. TJ Fitness

Windsor

3

Service Provider

A martial arts academy (Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu) that generates revenue through monthly COVID has obviously had a very strong negative effect on our business as jiu-jitsu is a
student memberships, private lessons, seminars, and retail.
martial art that is very hands on (similar to wrestling). Our customers' fear of COVID
began to strongly decrease our revenue in February and then we were required to shut
down on March 13th. We were legally allowed to re-open in June, however due to not
only our customers' health concerns but the variety of required changes in the sport
(given the 6 foot distancing regulations, limit on number of people in a building, and
mask requirements), we still saw a large decline in revenue.
With new regulations we are now able to be open, however, given Polis' mask
requirement and strict limit on the number of people on a team and/or in a building, we
are having a tough time growing as a business and making up for investments we made
prior to the pandemic. This assistance will help us get through these tough times and
continue to push forward.

176. Deluxe Laundry Service

177. Compassionate Connections

Evans

3

Service Provider

Johnstown

27

Service Provider

I own a self serve and drop off laundry mat. We do service some corporate
accounts as well.
SENIORS Helping SENIORS provides in-home care. Our providers empower
seniors to remain in their homes and continue living independent lives by taking
care of day-to-day tasks that become more challenging as we age.
Services are paid hourly, and services can go from one hour of care to 24/7.

178. Fairfield Organics

179. Integral Physical Therapy

Longmont

Firestone

9

11

Manufacturer

Healthcare

Fairfield Organics sells organic honey and organic chocolate candy to the natural
food and conventional grocery sector nationally. The honey is bottled at the facility
and the candy is made, packaged and distributed from the facility.
We are an outpatient physical therapy business with 3 offices. Two of our offices
are located in Weld county. We generate revenue primarily through the delivery of
physical therapist services. Typically we bill insurance companies for the services
that we deliver and receive payment anywhere from 1-4 months later.

We relied heavily on the Oil and Gas industry for customers. We saw 40% drop in our
$
laundry sales. We lost individual customers and Corporate accounts as well.
The home-care industry was hit directly with COVID. Our business provides care to
seniors by seniors. COVID was a direct threat to our clients and employees, resulting on
a loss of 50% of the business. Clients canceled services because of fear and facilities
$
stopped allowing caregivers into their communities.
As of today we are still not able to go into facilities and some clients have called back for
services but to a very limited amount of hours.
During the spring shipments of our imported honey were slowed due to the virus which
caused us to lose 2 months of sales.

10,000.00

20,000.00

$

10,000.00

Our business has been steadily growing since we opened our doors in June 2016. We
have been consistently hiring more employees and investing most of our revenue into
growth. For this reason, our business does not appear to have lost revenue from 2019
to 2020. However, we now have an extra office and therefore more expenses. Because
we have been staffing and spending for growth, our fixed costs are much higher than we
would like given the nearly 6 months of reduced patient volume. In March our patient
$
visits dropped to 18% of our expected volume and did not return to baseline levels until
mid-August. This led us to temporarily furlough much of our staff and we obtained some
grant money and PPP assistance which has been tremendously helpful with getting our
staff back to work and even expanding our staff to 13 employees (one more than in
February).

2,695.08

Cables Pub and Grill is a full service family restaurant. We offer sit down dining,
First and foremost a lack of revenue. Increase cost of supplies, for example the cost of
carryout and delivery through Door Dash. We also have a full bar and offer a select boxing up a full meal verses serving it in house is completely different. Cost of certain
Brunch menu on the weekends.
food supply items doubled if not tripled at one point during the shutdown. Example cost
of ground beef went from average $1.97 up to over $4 a pound. We have struggled to
get our regular food products or have had to pay a premium. Staffing has really been a
challenge. Not only did we have to reduce the hours of all our staff but then when we
reopened for dine in services we had to hire over 20 new staff members which come
with the added cost of training.

180. Cables Grill

Greeley

21

Restaurant/Bar

Due to the current restrictions of only 50 people inside we are operating at 40% capacity
inside the restaurant.

$

15,000.00

Reduced operating hours: Our operating hours before COVID were Sunday-Thursday
11am to midnight. and Friday and Saturday 11am to 2am. Due to state mandated
restrictions we are currently open Sunday- Thursday 11am to 10pm and Friday and
Saturday 11am to 11pm.

181. Murica

182. Malhotra

183. El Rodeo Night Club

184. Bear Country Saloon

Greeley

27

Restaurant/Bar

Firestone

30

Restaurant/Bar

Garden City

5

Nightclub

Greeley

11

Starlite Station is an bar and dance hall located in Greeley. Revenue is generated
from cover charge and alcohol and food sales.

Due to COVID, Starlite Station had to shut it's door from March 1, 2020 - June 1, 2020.
Once allowed to reopen in June, we could only operate at limited capacity and no
alcohol sales past 10:00PM. All of these events have caused a large lose of revenue in
2020.

$

13,683.98

Subway sandwich restaurants. We generate revenue by selling great food.

Starting with the shut down we closed our dining rooms and reduced capacity inside.
Additionally we missed out on some of our busiest times with schools being shut down
and businesses being closed. We have lost revenue and have dealt with increased
costs.

$

20,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

15,000.00

$

10,000.00

Nightclub/bar all of our revenue is generated from alcohol sales & some revenue
from door entrances. We have been closed since mid-March, and currently we are
only operating with less then 50% capacity.
Bears Country Saloon is a bar/tavern/restaurant located on the 9th St. plaza in
Downtown Greeley. Prior to Covid-19 we would provide live music and dancing on a
weekly basis. We earned our revenue via sales of food and beverages.

Restaurant/Bar

We were closed since mid-March, and currently we are only operating with less then
50% capacity. We have had to to cut down on staff significantly due to this.
It has been a difficult year for everyone, and we are no exception. Similar to other bars
and restaurants we were forced to close our doors which was devastating to our
business and our staff. We attempted to drive revenue via "to-go" sales but it was
extremely challenging to earn enough to-go sales to sustain business. Since being able
to reopen we have been navigating the 10pm last call order and now the 11pm last call
order which has also been challenging as pre-Covid-19 we derived 70% of our revenue
after 10pm.

We design and fabricate pre-packaged irrigation booster pump systems for
For the period of March 15 through May 5th we received no incoming orders and were
commercial, residential and city/county municipal landscaping projects. We are also forced to layoff half of our staff. It was another 6-7 weeks before our orders were coming
an industrial 508A UL listed control panel manufacturer.
in pre-lockdown frequency. We also had one employee who was not able to return to
work due to COVID restrictions. We are in the process of hiring back one more person
so we are back at full staff. Until mid-August we could not find any interest in filling the
position because qualified candidates were making more on employment.

185. MJF Manufacturing

Greeley

5

We spent a majority of 2019 buying and remodeling a new facility to expand our
business. The remodel was all completed with internal labor. We had a few
maintenance projects we were trying to complete when COVID hit. It also made it tough
to expand the UL control panel portion of our business. You can see our financial took a
hit last year as we put a lot of money toward expanding our facility.

Manufacturer

***Once we receive an order it takes 30 days to recognize the revenue from that sale.
Question #37 asks for revenue for March and April. I would like to include that our
revenue for May was $13,093.****

The business is a bar/restaurant mainly serving alcohol beverages and some food.

186. End of the Trail
187. Search Results

190. Saucedo Oilfield Service

Hudson

1

Restaurant/Bar

Mead

3

Service Provider

Fort Lupton

47

Oil and Gas

Search Results Inc. is a web development company that specializes in creating
websites for primarily corporate clients. We provide programming, troubleshooting
and consulting for advanced website development.
We provide multiple services in the oil and gas industry such as roustabout,
trucking, welding, mechanic services, hydrovac services, and rental services to
name a few. Some of the services in the oil and gas cross into some of the civil
work we do such as trucking, and hydro services.

The business has been closed since March 17,2020 ordered by Governor Polis. This
has caused tremendous hardship. My business received no income during this time.
$
From March17,2020 Thru August 15,2020
Since the COVID-19 pandemic began, our corporate client base has frozen budgets for
new projects, severely affecting our bottom line. Our backlog has completely
$
disappeared and we are actively attempting to secure new clients.
Covid-19 definitely has made our operations downscale and change our day to day
operation procedures. we have had to implement new ways of communication between
field operations and office operations. Our office operations have had to be flexible while
$
still complying with customer needs. We have had to shut down our office 1 time for 2
weeks because of 1 positive result. we have had to increase our cleaning schedule to
maintain a safe environment.

10,000.00
10,000.00

20,000.00

192. WeldWerks Brewing Co.

Greeley

34

Manufacturer

193. Zitterkopf Clinics

Windsor

3

Healthcare

194. Evolution Computers

Greeley

2

Service Provider

195. Michael Zuhlke

Greeley

1

Healthcare

196. Fit for You Miliken

Greeley

1

Gym

Keenesburg

2

Manufacturer

We produce, package, and distribute craft beer. Our retail sales consist of draft and In March 2020, we were forced to close our taproom for on-site draft service, which
packaged beer sold directly to customers. on site at our taproom in Downtown
accounted for over $800,000 in gross revenue in 2019. In July 2020, we were able to
Greeley. We also operate our own wholesale distribution here in Colorado,
resume on-site service, but only after installing two large semi-permanent tents to
distributing kegs and cans to retail partners along the Front Range (from CO
expand our patio seating, but our indoor taproom seating and service has remained
Springs to Greeley).
closed since March. In addition to the unplanned expenses associated with the patio
and outdoor seating expansion (tents, tables, chairs, cooling, traffic barriers, etc.), we
have also been forced to drastically increase our PPE costs (masks, sanitizer, gloves).
We provide chiropractic and acupuncture services, in person.

Evolution Computers provides IT support and computer repair for Weld County
business and residents.

Our business is mostly onsite service, over the last few months are business has
dropped significantly and we have had to adapt to remote support, which has cost more
money and sales have been down.
I am a Licensed Massage Therapist. I provide massage service to my clients. I
I was unable to see any patients after the end of March 2020 and until DORA and State
generate revenue by providing massages.
allowed me to start seeing clients again I was unable to work.
Anytime Fitness in Milliken is a 24/7 franchise gym, independently owned business. My business was forced to stop operating on March 17, 2020 until June 2020. During
We make money by offering people in the community memberships to the facility. In that time, I was not able to process gym membership fees, or enroll new members, or
addition to the monthly fee, there is also the enrollment fee. We offer personal
sell personal training. During the mandated closure, I lost almost $80,000 in revenue,
training, classes, free weights, cardio machines, functional training, and online
while also incurring additional expenses due to COVID.
wellness tools. We also charge fees for personal training and classes. We sell
merchandise, workout gear, and energy drinks.
We are an event center and we sell and manufacture organic skin care.

197. Lily Farm Fresh

198. Journey Multimedia

Greeley

199. Windsor Downtown Development AuthorityWindsor

200. Carolyn Heame

Greeley

2

2

1

Service Provider

Non-profit

Retail

Technology based. Primarily website development and video production and live
streaming.

65

Service Provider

203. Sugar Mill Antiques

Mead

2

Retail

205. Ruse Escape Room

Greeley

1

Entertainment

Evans

1

Auto
Repair/Maintenance

206. Image Auto Detail Specialist

207. GinnyRock

208. Manko Foods

Greeley

Fort Lupton

4

18

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$

24,037.96

We are a family owned business that caters to people who are on their feet for long
periods of time such as teachers, healthcare workers, social workers, retail workers.
We also specialize in helping people overcome debilitating foot issues with carefully
selected footwear and orthotics.

As a small business without the designated "essential" title, we were shut down for 2 1/2
months with absolutely no income. We are making a tortuous comeback. Unfortunately,
the City of Greeley shut down the street in front of our shop for 2 1/2 months starting in
July to help the bars which made it impossible for our customers with foot problems to
$
access our store and business plummeted from our slow recovery sales of June. We
are struggling.

10,000.00

Our business is driven by the oil and gas industry. Due to decreased demand for oil
associated with COVID-19, demand for our services has also declined. We are reliant
on oil and gas companies to begin new work, but social distancing and other
precautions will limit our ability to obtain work.

$

25,000.00

We are a retail store with a brick and mortar location in Weld County. We sell
antiques, home decor, gifts, locally made items etc.

Our business was forced to close in March and could not re-open until May 2020. This
greatly impacted us as we were not allowed to be open and have customers shopping.
Thus resulting in our not being able to sell our goods during this time. This caused a
major financial hardship for our business.

$

5,600.00

This business is an entertainment 'escape room' or live interactive puzzle challenge
requiring groups of people to collaborate together. Groups of 2-10 people would
participate in this activity for a one hour time period per group.
Provide automotive cleaning, sanitizing and surface maintenance inside and out.

The business had to shut down from March 17-June 30, 2020. We have had to limit our
offerings as well as provided added safety measures such as added sanitation
practices, offering masks and sanitizer and gloves is necessary to our guests.
Had to extremely limit business operations at the beginning of the pandemic and have
had to purchase additional PPE and sanitation supplies.

$

7,615.87

$

6,373.02

We provide membership based group fitness kickboxing classes and sell related
merchandise such as apparel and small food items like protein drinks and bars.

We were forced to close in March 2020 due to COVID and remained closed until June.
We switched to offering online training to our members but lost approximately 60% of
our clientele. In March we had a membership base of approximately 250. After
reopening we were able to recruit some of our former members back and obtain new
members but continue to operate at with approximately 140 members.

$

10,000.00

$

15,000.00

Gym

Restaurant/Bar

$

Our downtown consists of mainly retail and restaurant establishments, many of which
had to close during the first few months of the pandemic. Upon reopening, these
businesses have had a difficult time recouping lost revenue and are still operating under
a limited capacity due to public health orders and physical distancing rules.

Equipment rental, other oil and gas services

Greeley

The event could not hold events for all of March, all April, and most of May 2020. In
addition, we sell skin care to Whole Foods and Natural Grocers their skin care sales
were down over 20%.
At the beginning of Covid 19 pandemic, our primary clientele stopped all work with our
company and they have not resumed. New client projects that were scheduled for this
year have been cancelled indefinitely, including work with the Denver Children's
Museum, a major client in 2019.

20,000.00

The DDA has an IGA with the Town of Windsor and captures a percentage of the
Town's sales and property taxes. It also has a TIF District where revenue is
captured off of the increase in property tax valuation that is generated from
redevelopment in the district.

In addition, we offer comfort clothing for professionals and now, comfort clothing
suitable for Zoom meetings!

201. Titan Solutions

We were forced to close business for 7 weeks, and then upon reopening were forced to
open at a limited capacity, reduced by approximately 60% for several weeks. This not
only resulted in loss of income, but it also significantly reduced my projected sales and
growth for the year.

$

Subway is an American privately held restaurant franchise that primarily sells
submarine sandwiches and salads, pizza, soup and snacks along with drinks.
Manko Foods, Inc operates 2 Subway in Weld County:
1. Subway 54126 Located 1200 Dexter St W2, Fort Lupton, Co 80621
2. Subway 42389 Located 101 Willow Dr, Lochbuie, Co 80603
Take out, partial dining at this time, and delivery.

Year over year compared to 2019 From March 1st to April 30th our revenue has
declined over 35% from $185,459 down to $120,718 for both Subways we have in Weld
County. Further, the revenue has declined over $135,433 from January 1st to August
31st. The dining is still not fully open. We are training several employees as turn over
due to covid -19 has increased.

209. Avila's Barber Shop

Greeley

3

Hair/Nails

210. Bella Vie Spa

Windsor

3

Spa

211. Panda Noodles House

Greeley

4

Restaurant/Bar

212. Swan Meadow Cottages

Greeley

1

Hotel (49 or fewer
rooms)

214. Elton H. Johnson

Greeley

1

Farm

215. A Cake Come True

Firestone

3

Bakery

Our business is a Barber Shop, where we provide haircuts, shaves, women's cuts,
facials and more. Our barber shop is located inside the mall, where we are
constantly busy with walk in and appointments. Our service hours are Monday Saturday 10:00am - 9:00pm Sundays 12:00pm-6:00pm and have about 1,000
customers come in per week.

Due to the COVID-19 our customer base has decreased a 75%. The hardships of being
a barber shop inside a mall are greater than a barbershop outside. We were forced to
close down in March due to the pandemic and weren't allowed to open until May. In the
month we were closed we were paying rent, electricity, insurance, ect. This caused us
to use our savings. We are still not open full hours, and can't offer all the services we
$
did. All our customers must be by appointments and we can't have all the barbers on the
floor at the same time. Due to this we had a few barbers that had to look for work
elsewhere, we went from having 8 barbers to 3 barbers. The pandemic has affected our
business in a major way.

10,000.00

Bella Vie Med Spa is a full service med spa and wellness clinic. We offer the
following treatments, botox, filler injectables, b-12 shots, hair removal, hair and nail
care, laser treatments, massage, facials and small amount of retail but are in the
process of applying for a sales tax ID and starting an online store to retail skin care
products.

March 19, 2020 Governor Polis mandatorily shut down the health and beauty industry
due to Covid 19. Myself, my booth renters, front desk staff and commission staff were
with out work. June 19, 2020 Governor Polis allowed limited services and treatments to
resume. At this time limited clientele and limited work staff. During these 3 months of
mandatory shut down and zero income I still had to pay rent, utilities, insurance,
equipment lease and I had to put all of my vendor payments on hold. PPE was required
to be purchased as we were able to clowly reopen.

$

10,000.00

It is a full service Chinese restaurant. We provide dine in, carry out, and delivery by
third party.
Revenue generated at $164 each night. Loss of revenue for 115 days - March,
April, May, and June. Beacause of the virus restrictions, we turned down rentals in
Greeley for that period. $164 for 115 days equals $18,860 in loss of revenue.

Due to COVID-19, we had to closed for two months, April and May, according Public
Health Order. We had no income but had to paid rent and all utilities bills.
Because of the state restrictions, the cottage was shut down totally for 4 months with 0
income and turned down 115 days worth of revenue.

$

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

Family owner farm raising angus beef for sale - sale of organic eggs and swans.

Price of cows dropped approximately $500 for each cow which delayed selling cows to
pay for this winter hay.
Due to COVID-19, we initially had to shut down for a period that hurt our business since
our primary source of income was from weddings, which was stopped, as well as in
store purchases, which also was stopped. We shut down for a couple of weeks as
mandated by Colorado. While in shutdown we continued to pay our employee and our
business bills, which took a big financial impact on income and placed strain as we tried
to figure out how to continue to do business.

$

4,416.00

$

10,000.00

We are a bakery specializing in cake, mostly wedding cakes (which has been
impacted by COVID-19) as well as a store front that sells baked good from our
display case as well as take orders for backed good and events.

Total

